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EDITORIAL

Dr. Frank Heinricht

Jan Rinnert

Board of Management of Heraeus Holding GmbH

Dear readers,
Innovation is the fuel that drives our company.
We are very pleased to present the second issue of the
Heraeus technology report. In February 2008, we published our magazine for the first time in German, English
and Chinese, and distributed it to customers, universities
and friends of our company around the world. The positive
feedback we received on the inaugural issue confirmed
that we were on the right track. As in the first issue, the
magazine once again covers a broad range of interesting
topics from the world of Heraeus, topics that highlight our
diverse product portfolio and our technological expertise.
Innovation is a key source of energy for Heraeus. Competent materials technology and technical innovations
bring our customers crucial advantages and contribute to
technological progress. Even in these times of an increasingly challenging economy, innovations help us open up
new markets and achieve growth in the future.
A number of factors play a role in the successful development of new products and innovative applications.
Heraeus places great emphasis on decentralized research
and development. We deal with a wide range of products
and branches of industry, and proximity to our markets
and customers enables us to develop the innovative solutions they need. To us, promoting a positive culture of
innovation within the company is equally important.
Heraeus actively creates a culture of innovation through
numerous events at which researchers and developers
network with their internal and external counterparts.

With the Heraeus Innovation Award, given each year since
2003, the company pays tribute to in-house research
and development teams for their outstanding ideas and
achievements. International and interdisciplinary collaboration, as well as partnerships with universities and
research institutes, help us discover new ideas, meet
country-specific customer requirements, and foster the
next generation of talented experts.
Simply having an idea is not enough. Finding an effective
application for it as a product or customized solution and
then marketing it successfully around the world is what
makes it an innovation.
Innovation = idea + material development + process
development + production + marketing
Heraeus has been successfully following this recipe for innovation since 1851. The new technology report presents
current examples of how we succeed at this in the sections on industry, materials, environment, research and
development, and health.
We would also like to invite you to visit our newly redesigned websites. At www.heraeus.com, you will find further
information on the topics covered in this issue, and of
course even more interesting facts about Heraeus.
We hope that you enjoy the second issue of our
technology report.

Dr. Frank Heinricht

Jan Rinnert
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Brilliant results –
and not just with paint
Infrared heat is an indispensable part of modern
automobile manufacturing

Besides using infrared heat to make the paint dry
more quickly, the automotive industry puts this technology to work in many, much less visible applications. The airbag is just one example of well over 200
applications that ensure greater safety and higher
quality on four wheels.
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After a long day at the office, Thomas W. is driving home
in his car. It’s already dark when he reaches a large, forested area. And that is when it happens: A deer leaps out
into the road. Thomas W. slams on the brakes, but cannot
avoid the collision. But he’s lucky: His airbag deploys
in time and prevents him from getting injured. At that
moment, Thomas W. certainly isn’t thinking that infrared
heat helped save his life. But what role did infrared heat
technology actually play in Thomas W.’s case?
Airbag material is coated with silicone, making the surface
slippery and ensuring that the airbag unfolds in a fraction
of a second when it really counts. Carbon medium wave
infrared emitters dry it quickly and safely – an innovative
development from Heraeus Noblelight, the specialty lighting sources manufacturer.
In our cars, we are surrounded by both structural
and functioning parts that
came into contact with
infrared heat at least
once during the production process. Mirrors,
auto carpets, wiper fluid
containers, rear window
Airbag material is coated with
shelves, auto glass, seat
silicone.
covers, trim, rubber seals,
gas tanks, pumps, transmissions, oil pans, brake pads –
infrared heat is used everywhere to shape, dry, join or trim
components.
Infrared makes production processes more cost effective
The triumph of infrared technology in the automobile
industry can be attributed to a number of reasons. Infrared
technology is flexible and diverse, and can produce a
suitable heating process for almost every material. Cost
effectiveness is another strong suit: For automotive manufacturers in particular, every last dollar counts. Infrared
emitters can heat a specifically targeted area, which
increases process speeds, thereby making it possible to
produce more in the same period of time. “Another advantage of infrared heat is that it can be switched on and off
quickly, only heating the material to be treated and not
the area around it. With today’s high energy costs, that’s
an aspect that shouldn’t be underestimated,” states Ian
Bartley, Head of Sales at Heraeus Noblelight in Great
Britain.
Advantages that also benefit owners of luxury cars. When
the driver of a new Bentley Continental GT convertible is
enjoying the sun with the top down, infrared emitters from
Heraeus ensure that the cloth canopy remains uncreased
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Tunnel ovens are used to dry paint on auto body components.

Infrared heat ensures that convertible tops are free of creases.

and weather resistant. The Bentley’s cloth top is made
from a high-quality material, which is heated to 80°C
for a brief time after being fitted and installed. The heat
relaxes the creases created during folding and prevents
the material from bleaching in the sun. The infrared can
be concentrated on the canopy avoiding heat damage to
other more sensitive parts of the car body, and the process
is performed at a speed that maintains production rates.

Bentley is not the only company pressing for space
savings on the production floor. “The challenge with so
many projects,” according to Ian Bartley, “lies in placing
the emitter unit in a very small space within the existing production line.” Heating components directly on the
production line saves time and prevents heat loss during
transport. Modern infrared modules are so compact that
they are easy to retrofit or add onto existing ovens.

Infrared emitters transmit heat efficiently and without contact.

A custom infrared
system also
helps adhere the
spoiler and two
emblems to the
trunk of the new
Jaguar XJ. For this
application, manufacturers need to quickly bring a heat-activated adhesive
to a precise temperature. “The buyer of a high-end vehicle
like the Jaguar XJ expects all the elements to be perfectly
finished. Even the glued-on parts should stick reliably,”
notes Bartley.

The newly installed emitter system has proven its worth
at Bentley. Andrew Maddock, a Production Engineer at
Bentley notes: “We find the infrared system clean, reliable
and easy to operate and control. And it also saves energy
and space compared to alternative methods.”

6
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Developing infrared heating technology
Heraeus is an industry leader in application-specific
infrared heating technology. The usable range for
technical applications lies between 800 and 2,500
nm. The emitters’ initial use in automotive production dates back to the 1950s, when infrared heat was
implemented to dry auto body paint – a very innovative method for the era. The first quartz glass infrared
emitters consisted of a round, opaque tube with an
external reflector sheet.
Infrared heating technology has made huge strides

1950

since that time. Today, twin tubes are used for quartz
glass emitters because they are far more stable and

Application centers around the world

transfer more radiation to the surface. Modern reflectors are now integrated into the emitters, rather than external components.

Heraeus has established application centers around the world

A gold coating reflects the infrared radiation particularly well, emitting almost

for developing infrared emitters and systems for specific

95 percent directly to the product. The material is heated more quickly, with

applications. Frank Diehl, Head of the Application Center

less wear on the system. In addition, an integrated reflector runs a far lower

in Kleinostheim, Germany, states: “We work closely with our

risk of accumulating dirt.

customers to find the best heating technology for a specific
process. We often perform tests with the original materials at

As cars have evolved, the percentage of custom plastic components and

the customer’s own facility.” Countless tests demonstrate the

electronics they require has risen steadily. The heating processes needed to

versatility of infrared technology time and again. “Infrared is

be reconfigured, because electronics and plastics cannot withstand hot air

not just suited to drying, curing and forming materials. At the

for long. Heating processes that were once performed

application center, we come into contact with just about every

in a hot air tunnel oven at 80°C over a longer period of

2008

time have given way to the trend toward
directing heat only where needed – a
perfect scenario for infrared emitters.
Today, all the well-known automotive
manufacturers use infrared heating.
They still use it for the car body, but
now they employ infrared emitters for
pre-drying, drying the topcoat, repair
drying and even drying nano paint.

type of production process,” notes Diehl. Since each material

Back in the early days of infrared heating technology, emitters transmitted

reacts differently to infrared radiation, selecting the right

a fairly low amount of radiation. Today they can transfer up to 1000 kW per

emitter for the application is especially crucial. Not only is the

square meter. This level of high performance is needed for coil coating, where

wavelength of the infrared light important, so is the shape of

coiled sheets are coated for use in auto bodies. However, most applications

the heater, which can be round, curved, modular or even sev-

for automotive use less than 70 kW per square meter with 20 to 40 kW per

eral meters long depending on the specific production process

square meter being the current standard for drying coatings quickly and cost-

or the shape and size of material to be processed.

effectively.

Summary: The last count taken at Heraeus found over
200 applications for infrared emitters in the automotive
industry. The trend is on the rise. Drivers are scarcely
aware of any of these applications when they climb into
their cars. They don’t need to be either; it all just needs
to work smoothly. Dr. Marie-Luise Bopp

Want to know more?
Ian Bartley
Head of Infrared Sales in Great Britain
Heraeus Noblelight Ltd.
Unit 1 Millennium Court, Clayhill Industrial Estate,
Buildwas Road, Neston, Cheshire, CH64 3UZ
Phone: +44 (0)151.353-2710
E-mail: ian.bartley@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus-noblelight.com/infrared
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Platinum sensors keep it all from going up in smoke
Controlling temperatures in home ovens
with Heraeus expertise and products
Modern temperature measurement technology was born
over a hundred years ago: The German Imperial Patent
Office issued Heraeus a patent for an “electric resistance
thermometer made of platinum wire” on July 1, 1906.
That thermometer was just the first in a long series of
innovative sensors and temperature measurement devices.
Today, using platinum thin-film technology, the sensor
specialists at Heraeus develop and produce millions of
customized components – some of which even help us
keep our dinner from going up in smoke.

utilizes vacuum technology and photolithographic processes in dust-free, clean room conditions. Heraeus can now
produce fine platinum meander structures on thin-film
sensors that are 2 µm to 4 µm wide, which means that
the platinum circuit paths are 10 to 30 times thinner than
a human hair. This evolution is necessary to get as many
sensors out of a wafer as possible, further cutting the cost
per sensor. This has led to new applications for platinum
sensors, such as measuring temperatures between -196°C
to +1000°C, with nominal resistance from 100 to 10,000
ohm.

Thin-film technology decreases
size while increasing range of
applications
“Heraeus developed the platinum resistance
thermometer in 1974, making a decisive
leap toward sensor optimization in thin-film
technology,” states Dr. Karlheinz Wienand,
Head of Research and Development at Heraeus
Sensor Technology. “This technology enabled
us to miniaturize sensors and produce them
on a mass scale.”
Sensor production under clean room conditions.

It all started with the claim made in Patent No. 186021:
“Electric resistance thermometer made of platinum wire,
where the platinum wire is wound onto a quartz spindle
and covered with a thin-walled quartz cylinder, which is
then fused to the spindle.” Platinum resistance thermometers, once as thick as a finger, are now tiny. The quartz
spindle has been replaced by a ceramic substrate; the
platinum wire with platinum meanders. What makes it all
possible? Thin-film technology.

“Today we have a broad product portfolio of element
sensors, sensor modules and sensor solutions,” notes Dr.
Gerold Kerkhoff, Head of Sales and Marketing at Heraeus
Sensor Technology. “These tiny platinum thin-film sensors
enable high-performance temperature monitoring and
control in motor vehicles for measuring oil temperature or
monitoring diesel particulate filters, for heating, climate
control and ventilation, and in medical technology with
dialysis systems, for example.”

The production of thin-film sensors is a cutting-edge technology with high standards similar to the semiconductor
industry. In order to consistently manufacture high-quality
element sensors only a few millimeters in size, Heraeus

Gentle cooking and baking
Modern kitchen equipment in today’s homes also harbors
platinum sensors for tasks including regulating temperatures in traditional and induction cooktops, or at the

8
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How does electrical temperature
measurement with platinum sensors work?
“The measurement principle is simple, and remains essen-

temperature regulator, and must withstand temperatures
of up to 250°C while at the same time utilizing intelligent
temperature control to prevent the food from burning.

tially unchanged to this day,” reveals Karlheinz Wienand.
“The electrical resistance of pure platinum rises uniformly in
a linear relationship with its temperature. The temperature
of a substance is measured by determining the resistance,
from which the temperature is then calculated.”

240.18 Ohm

Electrical resistance
Temperature

380°C

center of heating elements in glass-ceramic cooktops.
A platinum sensor in the element constantly regulates
temperatures within the glass-ceramic burner, allowing
gourmets to gently steam and simmer their creations,
or fry them crisp and enjoy the results. A cooktop is a
hot spot for a sensor to do its job. It has to run through
countless temperature cycles ranging up to 750°C without
losing its accuracy. The special shape of the sensors
takes multiple measurements on the same unit, allowing
integrated surface measurement of burner temperatures.
Nowadays, temperature sensors are even integrated into
pots and pans. These have a wireless link to the cooking

Down in the oven one level below, the sensor has to not
only maintain precise baking temperatures (up to 220°C),
it also needs to monitor the oven’s catalytic (pyrolytic)
self-cleaning feature at around 500°C. The challenge:
Sensors must not only continue to measure temperatures
precisely, they have to be durable because the average
lifespan of an oven is approximately 20 years.
However, the development of new sensors customized to
meet specific client wants and needs is far from at an
end. Quite the contrary: “Knowledge and a hundred years
of experience help us to innovate and set new trends. And
we’re not just looking at temperature anymore. Today’s
trend is heading toward multisensor platforms. We are using platinum technology to produce ceramic chips with a
basic thin-film module package. Sensor modules can then
be expanded, for example, to detect gases or analyze air
mass,” predicts R&D Head Karlheinz Wienand confidently.
Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?
Dr. Gerold Kerkhoff
Heraeus Sensor Technology GmbH
Reinhard-Heraeus-Ring 23, 63801 Kleinostheim
Phone: + 49 (0) 6181.35-8113
E-mail: gerold.kerkhoff@heraeus.com
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A bright spot in food technology

Ultraviolet light makes packed foods more resistant to
spoilage and keeps the kitchen smelling fresh
How can we keep packed foods without preserving agents
from spoiling up to four weeks longer than normal? And
how can commercial kitchens prevent grease and odors
from building up in range hoods? The answer to these
questions is: with ultraviolet light. Heraeus collaborated
closely with end users to develop innovative new cleaning
concepts using disinfection and oxidation – a bright spot
in food technology.

10

Food processing companies must adhere to extremely
stringent hygiene requirements, both in manufacturing and packaging. Whether for dairy or other beverage
products, packaging sterility is the number one priority.
The method of choice: UV disinfection for surfaces and
packaging materials. Heraeus developed customized
UV disinfection systems for filling machines for dairy
and beverage products that can sterilize different dairy
container shapes, sealing and tubular films, as well as
lids for bottles and jars.
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Sterile packaging with UV radiation
BlueLight® UV disinfection modules from Heraeus emit
UVC radiation at a wavelength of 254 nm. This light kills
viruses and microorganisms such as bacteria, yeasts and
fungi in a matter of seconds by damaging their genetic
material. “The UV modules are particularly well suited for
heat-sensitive plastic packaging, because UV amalgam
lamps generate intense – but cold – radiation. This means that packaging materials are never heated, even when
a machine goes down,” states
Dr. Sven Schalk, Head of the
Process Technology unit at
Heraeus Noblelight, citing
one advantage of the application. The BlueLight UV module’s compact construction
makes it easy to retrofit in
existing machines. Synthetic
quartz glass panes with a
patented breakage detector
ensure safe usage.

performance even above grill units, where air temperatures within the range hood can reach up to 80°C. They
are particularly suited to situations where food is grilled
or fried in large amounts of grease, such as in fast food
restaurants. The new VUV lamp was customized to meet
surrounding conditions including dimensions, airflow

How does it dissolve grease?
Made of synthetic quartz glass, this specialized VUV lamp
from Heraeus uses extreme shortwave radiation to generate
ozone inside the range hood from oxygen in the air around
it. Sven Schalk describes how the reaction works. “In addition
to the ozone, we also take direct advantage of vacuum UV
radiation at a wavelength of 185 nm, because radiation
at this specific wavelength decomposes long-chain grease
molecules through direct photolysis.”
X-Ray

visible light

Ultraviolet
V-UV
100

UV-C
200

UV-B UV-A
280 315

Visible light
380

Infrared
780 nm

BlueLight® UV modules feature

Eliminating grease and
odors in kitchen range hoods
Hygiene is the key in every kitchen. But commercial
kitchens can have problems with hygiene in spots you
don’t ordinarily think of – over the cooktop, for example.
Cooking with grease and oil leads to buildup in kitchen
range hoods and vents. Not only is this residue flammable,
it smells offensive as well. Using vacuum UV lamps in
range hoods prevents these grease deposits, reducing both
fire risk and service and cleaning costs.
new flat emitter technology.

Heraeus Noblelight
developed an innovative
vacuum UV lamp (VUV)
exclusively for Franke
Foodservice Systems,
tailored specifically to
Franke’s commercial range
hood specifications. The
Innovative vacuum UV lamps.
American company is a
leading global manufacturer of kitchen technology and
solutions for quick-service restaurant chains. “UV radiation is a cost-effective alternative to expensive manual
cleaning for range hoods,” explained Schalk. The vacuum
UV radiation and ozone continuously eliminate organic
materials such as grease and aromatic compounds through
“cold burning.”
The range hood and duct vents remain grease free, significantly reducing fire risk and eliminating kitchen odors
in the vent system. Vacuum UV lamps maintain their high

185 nm 254 nm
rates and especially the high temperatures inside the
range hood. Chris Thompson, Head of New Product Development at Franke Foodservice Systems, praised the new
development from Heraeus: “The VUV lamp functions very
effectively, and makes our range hood systems even better
and above all, more economical. The UV radiation
is dependable and easy to
work with.”

Disinfecting films with new flat

So bon appétit the next
time you eat at a fast food
restaurant.
Daniela Hornung

emitter technology.

Want to know more?
Dr. Sven Schalk
Heraeus Noblelight GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: + 49 (0) 6181.35-5300
E-mail: sven.schalk@heraeus.com
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AlZin has the steel
industry cheering

Belgium-based sensor specialist Heraeus Electro-Nite has
developed the AlZin sensor to fill a gap in the market and
help companies cut costs and ensure quality by preventing corrosion in steel. The globally active company with
headquarters in Houthalen focuses on customized system
solutions for its clients.

Image source: www.gettyimages.com

Innovative sensor measures aluminum
content in molten zinc

The AlZin sensor is a novelty in the steel industry.

The sensor for measuring the aluminum content in molten
zinc is a novelty for the steel industry. Zinc is used to
prevent corrosion in steel (particularly strip steel) for the
automotive industry, for example. However, producers
cannot apply a layer of pure zinc because it is too brittle,
so they add a small amount of aluminum for stability.
The effective aluminum concentration needs to remain as
constant as possible to guarantee high quality. The small
amount of aluminum, which ranges between 0.09 and
0.36% depending on the galvanizing process, ensures that
the zinc coating maintains its shine, resistance to corrosion and stability.
In the past, aluminum levels in liquid zinc could only be
measured with time-consuming sampling and analysis
processes. “The new AlZin sensor can directly and continuously measure the concentration in zinc baths. Producers
can immediately adjust the amount of aluminum in the
event of a deviation, thereby reducing waste,” explains
Paul Verstreken, developer of the innovative sensor. The
ability to immediately determine aluminum content
provides both a time and cost advantage, which can lead
to substantial cost savings by reduced slag formation and
ensuring a consistent metallurgical coating process.

12

AlZin sensor: An electrochemical measuring cell
determines aluminum content.

Measuring cell encased in a corrosion-proof shell
An AlZin sensor looks decidedly ordinary from the outside.
A sensor head encased in an inconspicuous gray graphite
chamber and attached to a long rod is supposed to provide
quick and precise measurements of a specific metal in a
zinc bath? It’s what happens inside the gray casing that

technology report 02

Developers had some fundamental problems to solve for
direct immersion measurement of molten zinc baths at
460°C. The electrochemical sensor must be resistant to
thermal and impact shock, protected against moisture permeation during long storage, and inert in the harsh zincpot environment. For that reason, developers protected the
sensitive measuring cell like it was wrapped in cotton –
or in a tough housing of corrosion-resistant steel, to put it
better. “NaCl/AlCl3 is used as a liquid electrolyte, which
must first be encased in a stabilizing, permeable capsule.
Porous magnesia tubes proved to be a suitable material,”
states Paul Verstreken, revealing another secret about the
measuring cell.
AlZin “One Shot” expands measurement options
“When developing and optimizing our sensor portfolio,
it helps that we have an excellent grasp of the melting
process in the steel and iron industries. This allows us
to offer individually customized solutions for our clients,”
as Francis Dams, Head of R&D at Heraeus Electro-Nite,
explains the formula for success in developing innovative
sensors. “Our development departments design userspecific sensors for direct contact with molten metal and
combine them with standard measurement methods.”
The sensor specialist has made quite a name for itself in
particular by developing disposable sensors for the steel
industry for measuring the temperature and chemical composition of molten steel and iron. While the trend is moving toward multifunctional sensors that measure several
parameters in liquid steel, and uninterrupted measurement with durable sensors, the AlZin sensor line currently
lacks a disposable version.
AlZin sensors are normally designed for constant use over
10 to 20 days. But an AlZin disposable sensor for quick,
single-use measurement is right at the front of the development pipeline. This newly developed product – appropriately named the AlZin “One Shot” – is suited for smaller
production cycles or intermittent processes where constant
measurement with AlZin doesn’t make sense from an
economic perspective. Another possible use scenario is in
laboratory-scale galvanization testing. Dr. Jörg Wetterau

The AlZin sensor (on the right) expands the portfolio of sensors from
Heraeus Electro-Nite.

counts: it contains an electrochemical measuring cell that
rapidly determines the exact aluminum concentration.
When used in combination with the AlZin-Lab E measurement instrument, it displays both the exact temperature
of the zinc bath and the effective aluminum concentration
(in %) on a monitor almost instantaneously.

Want to know more?
Francis Dams
Head of R&D
Heraeus Electro-Nite International N.V.
Centrum Zuid 1105, B-3530 Houthalen, Belgium
Phone: + 32 (0) 11.600-363
E-mail: info@electro-nite.be, francis.dams@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus.com; www.electro-nite.be
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Going to the
movies – at home
Production of high-definition flat-panel
screens starts with sputtering targets
Technology from Heraeus plays an important role in ensuring that movies are broadcast into our living rooms in
high-definition, or HDTV quality. Special sputtering targets
are used right from the start for manufacturing the glass
substrates used in displays. They apply functional layers
a mere 20 to 300 nanometers thick, which later generate
the image on the glass screen.

to be highly conductive, adhere well to the glass substrate
and respond well to wet chemical etching.
A few base metals such as aluminum and copper are very
well suited for this application. However, aluminum cannot be used as an electrode material on its own because
of insufficient thermal resistance, so it needs to be coated
with a layer of molybdenum. These are called
Mo/Al/Mo electrodes. The
molybdenum serves as
a passivation layer and
establishes firm contact
to the substrate. Copper
layers, which are equally
conductive, also require
additional adhesive and
barrier layers on the substrate to function well. In
other words, to produce
high-performance TFT
electrodes, manufacturers must apply increasing numbers of nanometer-thick metal functional layers onto the
display substrate. In the case of Mo/Al/Mo electrodes, first
comes a layer of molybdenum, then a layer of aluminum,
and finally another layer of molybdenum. Then additional
complex lithography and etching steps are used to craft
the proper electrodes.

Watching TV with premium theater-quality resolution is one reason why flat screens with liquid
crystal displays (LCDs) are growing in popularity.
Flat screens were already outselling conventional
cathode tube TVs by 2002.
Modern display technology is constantly improving on picture quality while increasing the size of the screen at the
same time. Faster refresh rates ensure that rapid movements on screen are also displayed with sharp, precise
resolution. The keys to this high performance are special
low-resistance metal electrodes integrated into the display
and the thin film transistors they trigger. The electrodes in
these thin film transistors (known as TFT electrodes) have

technology report 02
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Going to the movies – at home

Large tube targets and copper
planar targets for modern
liquid crystal displays.
High image quality?
Not without sputtering!
Sputtering technology is the
industry’s method of choice for
manufacturing high-definition
TV screens. Using a sputtering
target, manufacturers can deposit
substances directly onto the carrier material. During
sputtering, a negative electrical charge is applied to the
target. Combined with the inert gas argon, this generates a
high-energy discharge of gas – also called plasma – in the
vacuum chamber, from which argon ions are fired at the
target. The positively charged gas ions knock individual atoms off the surface of the target, which then condense on
the base material in an extremely thin coating. “Heraeus
develops and produces a variety of base metal sputtering
targets for modern liquid crystal displays. This includes
large copper and aluminum targets,” explains Dr. Martin
Schlott, Head of Development for the Thin Film Materials
Division at W. C. Heraeus. Other target materials include
molybdenum, titanium and ceramics such as indium tin

16

oxide and silicon. Concentrated primarily in Asia, and particularly in Korea, Japan and Taiwan, the display industry
consumes up to 2,000 tons of target materials annually.
As with coating techniques for large architectural glass
surfaces, cylindrical sputtering targets are now starting
to replace the traditional flat targets for coating display
screens. The Thin Film Materials Division is a leading developer of tube-shaped sputtering targets. The tube targets
are equivalent to flat targets, but utilize materials more
efficiently. This reduces costs, which benefits flat screen
manufacturing.
In-house sputtering system aids optimization efforts
The R&D staff at Heraeus has a crucial system in-house to
support them with development and optimization projects
as well as functional testing. The Thin Film Materials Division’s research and development department has its own
sputtering system in the lab for testing planar and tube
targets up to 500 mm long.
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Examples of target microstructures
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Al (99.999%) grain size <400 µm

Cu (99.99%) grain size <200 µm

The system is also set up for double
cathode operation and reactive pro
cesses, which allows experts to perform
complex analyses of layer production
as used in industrial applications for
photovoltaics, large area coatings and
display manufacturing, for example. Being able to simulate target usage under
the customer’s process conditions and
parameters is particularly crucial for
optimizing target materials. The project
spectrum ranges from optimizing newly
developed sputtering targets to developing entirely new coating layer systems.
“This significantly reduces development
time and takes us to a whole new level
of collaboration with our customers. The
sputtering system is an important tool
for our R&D and optimization work,”
emphasizes Dr. Schlott.
Heraeus has mastered a broad variety of
methods and technologies for producing sputtering targets. Tube targets are
manufactured either by direct casting
for alloys or metals with a low melting
point, or by extrusion with ductile metals. Complex alloys with a high melting
point require a powder metallurgy manufacturing process.
The requirements and demands placed
on sputtering targets are extraordinarily high: exceptional purity (99.95 to
99.999%), high density and chemical
homogeneity, and fine homogenous
microstructures, as well as being free
from pores and flaws. Even the tiniest
irregularities in the coating applied during the sputtering process can cause
a display to malfunction.
Flat screens – getting bigger
and better all the time
“Sputtering technology will continue to
be the industry’s workhorse for coating
TFT electrodes,” assures Martin Schlott.
“Sputtering target manufacturers and developers like Heraeus can make a signifi-
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Mo (99.95%) grain size <100 µm

cant contribution to ongoing improvement
and development. Companies that build
these systems used to drive development;
nowadays, we‘re the problem solvers.”

How does an LCD screen work?
All LCDs are made of two glass surfaces containing a liquid crystal solution. The glass sub-

Sputtering targets of the future will need
to keep pace with coating techniques
tailored to suit the growing size of glass
substrates. Why? Because economic
factors are convincing display manufacturers to use sputtering to coat specialty
glass surfaces that are getting larger all
the time. Back in 2005, substrates with a
surface area of 4.1 m² (enough for eight
42” TVs, or a screen diagonal of 106 cm)
were considered a huge evolutionary
leap forward, but nowadays coated glass
substrates can easily reach a size of
2.5 x 2.8 m (7 m² surface area). For
these substrates, manufacturers are using
tube targets – some of them up to 3.25
m long – for the first time. Compared to
planar sputtering targets, they last up to
six times longer and utilize materials over
80% more efficiently. “Depending on
the type of functional layer, planar targets
will last for 10,000 coating processes,
for example, while users with tube targets
can handle around 50,000,” compares
Schlott. This can provide a substantial
time and cost savings for customers,
because they don’t have to switch out
targets as often during production processes. A typical display production line
can put out anywhere from 50,000 to
120,000 substrates per month, depending on facility size and equipment.
Some display manufacturers are planning
for new substrate lines with eight 70” TVs
per substrate by the year 2010. All told,
this means a surface of 3.2 by 3.6 m. The
sputtering targets will have to be lengthened to suit the glass surface, because
the sputtering process – including the
appropriate functional layer – needs to
be completed in one step. A challenge
the development experts at Heraeus are
happy to tackle. Dr. Jörg Wetterau

strates are positioned between two polarizing
filters perpendicular to each other. The crystals
are randomly organized when at rest, and light
cannot penetrate the two polarizing filters. But
when an electrical field is applied to the thin
film electrodes integrated into the glass, the
crystals align themselves in the electrical field,
twisting the polarized background light and
making the pixel visible. To achieve high definition images, LCDs contain many pixels that
can change their brightness independently.
The electrode voltage controls the orientation
of liquid crystals in each cell.
Active-matrix displays are currently all the rage
for modern flat screens. These displays contain
a matrix of thin film transistors (TFTs) to generate images, and a glass substrate can hold
several million TFTs depending on the desired
image resolution.

Want to know more?
Dr. Martin Schlott
Thin Film Materials Division
W. C. Heraeus GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-2268
E-mail: martin.schlott@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus-targets.com
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What do a billion Chinese national identification cards,
credit cards, LED flashlights and RFID transponders have
in common? They contain flexible substrates that carry
both electronic components like microchips or passive
electronics. Flexible substrates are wafer-thin tapes that
have been stamped, laminated, plated and if necessary
prepared with plastic premolds, which can be customized
to suit a broad field of applications. Extreme versatility, impressive precision and low cost due to reel-to-reel
manufacturing: all features that give this stamping and
lamination technology a great potential.

One particular challenge: materials with different thermal
expansion coefficients (e.g., metal coating versus plastic
coating) that need to be laminated together with a high
precision under pressure. These flexible substrates consist
of conductive and insulating layers. Copper, iron, steel, aluminum or other alloys are used as the tape material (conductive layer), with thicknesses ranging between 40 µm
and 200 µm. Depending on the application, the insulating
layer can be made of glass fiber reinforced epoxy resin,
acrylate, PEN or PET, and range from 25 µm to 100 µm
in thickness.

W. C. Heraeus is a leading manufacturer of flexible substrates for RFID applications, and has been working for
15 years on developing and refining the technology for
mass producing 35 mm tapes for various uses, including
ID cards with biometric data and fingerprints.

Heraeus uses reel-to-reel technologies for these processes,
including high-precision stamping and laminating, continuous laminating, electroplating, plastic injection molding

Each application is a new challenge
Despite mass production – specialized high-performance
equipment can put out up to 3,200 units per minute –
these flexible stamped and laminated substrates are by
no means an off-the-rack product. From the beginning
customer requirements have to be understood comprehensively, then the substrate’s features can be optimized
and customized to meet the individual client’s and
applications requirements. “Each application presents
unique challenges,” explains Michael Benedikt, Sales and
Business Development Manager for Flexible Substrates at
Heraeus. “These include a wide variety of structures with
different surfaces, three-dimensional textures, different metallurgical and electrical substrate features, and
above all the steady, ongoing miniaturization of electrical
components.”
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Flexible substrates are very versatile.

Flexible substrate with a LED lens.

Really
flexible!
Substrate technology: Vast potential for the future through
an enormous range of applications
and etching technologies for samples and prototypes. Flip
chip substrates – where a chips bonding connects are directly attached to the substrate, active bonding side down
and without further leads – are another standard product.
A billion substrates and a new area of application
Exceptionally precise stamping tools have to be developed
for most applications, usually in close collaboration with
the internal tool design and manufacturing department
and the client. A prime example is the almost completed
substrate production project for new, uniform ID cards for
the Chinese population. “Production of more than a billion
units requires specific stamping tools and a high expertise
regarding long term process stability already in the design
phase. The project started back in 2003,” says Benedikt.
Every single card contains a bit of Heraeus know-how: an
endless produced, flexible substrate made of a copper-tin
alloy and coated with silver. A microchip is embedded in
the substrate, attached with bonding wire, then cladded
in plastic for protection. The individual stamping and
coating production steps, some of them are patented, were
performed exclusively in Hanau. Up to three biometric
characteristics, such as fingerprints, iris scans, and facial
contours, can be stored on the ID cards.

Light emitting diodes, or LEDs, are a new field in which
flexible substrates are gaining more prominence in everyday applications. Substrates from Heraeus can be found
in a new, high-power LED module for the flash on digital
cameras and mobile phones. A gallium nitride-based LED
chip together with the flexible substrate form a module
that can be produced in high volumes. Plated with nickelgold or palladium, the flexible substrates are part of a
space-saving design that enables clients to attach the two
mini chips required for operation in addition to the LED
lens. The heat generated when the diode flashes or is lit
for the video function is directly conducted through the
substrate to the back plate. The LED’s positive thermal
properties, combined with its quick recovery times, allow
higher flash frequencies or longterm videolight.
“Everyday applications like light emitting diodes and
ID cards demonstrate that flexible substrates are highly
customizable to a client’s individual needs,” emphasizes
Michael Benedikt, already looking forward to new challenges for substrate technology to solve. Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?
Michael Benedikt
Engineered Materials Division
W. C. Heraeus GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-3400
E-mail: michael.benedikt@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus-packaging-technology.com
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Ceramic colors make
life more beautiful
Elegant decorations on glass and ceramics:
a formula for success from Heraeus
Vibrant colors and artistic decorative patterns are common on tableware, glass and tile. And regardless of the form –
plate or tea cup, tile or drinking glass, bottle or pitcher – the demands placed on high-quality decorations continue to rise
steadily. Heraeus was already a leading developer of ceramic colors back in 1896, and today creates innovative products
that make modern decoration on glass and ceramic wares possible.
ceramic systems may be used
to decorate tableware. This
poses a huge challenge
for the developers at
Heraeus, because lead
is the key component
responsible for luster
and brilliance in fired
colors.

Villeroy & Boch, Samarah Purpur.

Things are very different today from the way they
were in our grandparents’ time. Bright colors
and precious metals must now meet tougher
requirements. They have to hold up under
constant use in everyday life and be able to
withstand the dishwasher and microwave,
as well as resisting scratches and abrasions.
In addition, decorative materials for glass and
porcelain need to meet increasingly stringent
legal requirements regarding heavy metal content
and release. There are legal limits on lead and cadmium
content, thus lead-free colors cannot exceed a lead content of 600 ppm (= 0.06%). In the USA, only lead-free
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“Whether it’s dishwasher
safe or lead-free, developers have put a lot
of work into finding the right mixture. From the outside,
people can’t see how complex the decoration is on the
inside,” states Peer Hesse, Head of Development for
Precious Metal Colors at Heraeus. Ceramic colors are
comprised of a mixture of several components that are
fired onto glass or ceramics. They need to be customized
to suit the individual color application method and
yield the best possible results after firing. Precious
metal preparations consist of soluble precious
metal compounds or precious metal powders,
organometallic bonding agents as well as resins
and solvents. Bright colors are composed of pigments for coloration – usually metal oxides – and
a colorless, glasslike melting component (flux).
The flux coats the pigment particles and affixes
them to the underlayer. After firing, the pigments are
encased in a glassy layer. Flux and pigments, precious
metals and alloying constituents all need to be carefully
balanced. “Targeted modifications to the glass mesh structure of the transparent flux can improve durability in bright
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The road from an initial design concept to a market-ready product is
a long one indeed. Whether it’s precious metal preparations or bright
colors, Heraeus products help manufacturers produce high-quality
decorations for glass, porcelain or tile.
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Ceramic colors make life more beautiful
Did you know?

In the beginning there
was bright gold

Heraeus can look back at over a
hundred years of experience in
developing decorative preparations for glass and ceramic
wares. The foundation for bright
gold production was laid in
1896 when Heraeus acquired
the August Herbst company.
After bright gold came bright
silver and bright platinum. The

colors,” explains Hesse. By contrast,
adding a combination of different
transition group metals to precious
metal preparations strengthens the
bond and durability in precious metal
alloys. For that reason, each type of
substrate – whether glass, porcelain
or tile – has an optimized series of
colors and precious metal preparations that withstand the demands of
everyday life. And that is an art in
itself.

substrate. Indirect screen printing, or the decal method, is
particularly well-suited to complex motifs and objects with
a geometric form that does not lend itself to direct printing. In this approach, a colorful pattern is first printed on
paper coated with a water-soluble layer of starch gum.

ceramics department at the
Heraeus platinum melting house
continued to develop precious
metal preparations. These efforts
soon bore fruit, yielding new
enamel colors, high-temperature
gold that enables quick firing for
gold decorations at 1200°C and
specialized covercoats for decal
manufacturers, to name just a
few. Thus Heraeus continued to
expand its expertise, rounding
out its product spectrum by adding bright colors to its product

From delicate gold borders to
colorful patterns
A person looking at an artistically
decorated plate may ask: How do
they actually get the decorative pattern on there? Tableware or titles,
stoneware or delicate porcelain,
drinking glasses or cosmetic bottles –
the decorative methods are as varied
as the materials themselves. Colors
and precious metals can be painted
or sprayed, screen or pad printed
onto glass and ceramic items.

family.
Today, Heraeus Ceramic Colours
is a leading global manufacturer
of decorative materials for the
ceramic and glass industries.
We produce precious metal
preparations, glazes, ceramic and
organic colors as well as auxiliary
materials such as covercoats and
various media in seven production facilities around the world.
Sales representatives in over 80

Screen printing is the main method
used in the glass and ceramic
industries for producing high-quality
decorations in large quantities. It
is quick, precise and reproducible.
The industries further distinguish
between direct screen printing,
in which the decoration is printed
directly on the item’s surface, and
indirect screen printing, in which the
manufacturer first creates a decorative decal then applies it to the

countries ensure service that is
close to the customer, all over
the globe.

Application of a decal.
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Heraeus’ single-fire etching imitation system.

The print image is created in several steps. Screen printing
utilizes an extra-fine steel or polyester mesh screen coated
with a photosensitive film. Exposing the screen to UV light
cures the areas treated with UV rays, while the areas not
exposed can be rinsed out with water. A squeegee then
presses the ceramic color through these open spaces onto
the substrate or decal paper. Each color and precious metal comprises its own printing step, and as such requires
a separate screen. Once dry, the printed decorative motif
is coated with a covercoat. Then it is steeped in water to
loosen it from the paper backing. The decoration, which is
not soluble in water, clings to the coating and is released
from the paper and pressed onto the ceramic surface with
a squeegee to eliminate bubbles. After allowing it to dry
again, the manufacturer fires the decorated piece. The
organic materials and auxiliary components burn off first,
then as the temperature climbs, the ceramic colors melt
onto the substrate surface. The precious metal preparations form a sealed, adhesive film only a few micrometers
thick. Depending upon the substrate, firing temperatures
can range from approx. 480 to 1250°C.
Decorating with a system
The road from an initial design concept to a market-ready
product is a long one indeed. In addition to our comprehensive product portfolio, Heraeus Ceramic Colours also
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offers customized solutions. Heraeus employees with
expertise in development and printing technology work to
develop and test precious metal preparations, decoration
colors and auxiliary materials. Intensive R&D efforts test
a wide range of product combinations for client-specific

which coloration pigments and fillers create a film as the
solvent in the bonding agent system evaporates, reactive
systems cure decorations by means of a chemical reaction.
Solvents are generally not part of the formula. The broad
spectrum of UV technology’s applications offers the user

Screen printing is the main
method used in the glass
and ceramic industries
for producing high-quality
decorations in large
quantities.
Employees with expertise in our development laboratory and printing technology
center develop and test precious metal preparations, decorative colors and additives.

applications until the best product for the customer’s pro
cess is found. “The key here is to ensure that all product
combinations remain compatible and durable during the firing
process as well as everyday use,” emphasizes Peer Hesse.
But sometimes there’s more to it than ensuring good compatibility among decoration materials. Clever combinations
can yield new decorative effects with the help of balanced
systems of precious metal preparations, colors and auxiliary materials. The result: decoration systems. Heraeus
has developed a number of decoration systems that offer
manufacturers even more design options. In addition to
matte gold systems that emphasize the interplay between
matte and bright finishes, the company also offers a
single-fire etching imitation system as well. By combining
relief structures and precious metal layers over the top of
matte underlays, clients now have the opportunity to produce high-quality etched outline decorations on porcelain
and bone china without using the corrosive acids that were
necessary in the past.
New curing methods arrive on the scene
Faster and environmentally friendly – a modern curing
technique makes it all possible: Ultraviolet light dries
colors applied to surfaces in mere seconds. In contrast
to the physical drying process for colors and coatings, in

so many benefits. It boosts productivity and improves
quality, and colors don’t dry on the strainer, ensuring
consistent printing. Furthermore, printed decal sheets can
be stacked immediately, thereby saving space as well. “UV
curing is a key component in Heraeus Ceramic Colours’
product portfolio, one that is becoming increasingly
common in the glass and ceramic decoration industry,”
concluded Hesse.
Whether it’s precious metal preparations or bright colors,
whether for glass, porcelain or tile, one thing is certain:
Ceramic colors from Heraeus will continue to beautify our
world, now and in the future.
Dr. Barbara Schick, Julia Haenlein

Want to know more?
Peer Hesse
Thick Film Materials Division (Ceramic Colours)
W. C. Heraeus GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-9333
E-mail: peer.hesse@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus-ceramiccolours.com
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Helpers of all
sizes for analysts
Precious analysis tools ranging in size
from a shot glass to a rain barrel
Geologists analyze soil samples, the oil industry studies
crude oil, and the steel industry wants to know the composition of slag. These are completely different fields, but all
begin the analysis process with a high-temperature fusion
treatment of the samples. But what equipment should be
used for the fusion process? Platinum crucibles are ideally
suited for the job, and are used in industrial and scientific
laboratories around the world. Heraeus is a leading global
manufacturer of platinum crucibles. It is remarkable that
after over 130 years, we are still finding ways to improve
this product.
Crucibles, casting dishes and boats made of precious metals are standard laboratory equipment for preparing samples for X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), for microanalysis, for fusions and for ashing. Larger iridium crucibles are
used for growing single crystals from high-melting oxides
(e.g., sapphire) for the optical and laser industries. Good
chemical resistance to aggressive media, the high melting
point and stability at high temperatures are key properties
that have characterized platinum and platinum alloys in
laboratory equipment for decades. Since 1870, Heraeus
has been producing standard and customized laboratory
equipment at its facilities in Hanau with a high degree of
vertical integration and in a vast range of sizes.
Indispensable material for chemical laboratory equipment
Selecting the right material and treating it properly in
everyday use are crucial for the successful application of

laboratory equipment. Laboratory staff and analysts have
a broad spectrum of materials and sizes to choose from
for their equipment. “We produce crucibles in sizes ranging from ‘micro-thimbles’ to ‘rain barrels’ – whatever the
customer wants,” explains Stefan Lang, Sales Manager at
W. C. Heraeus. Heraeus manufactures several thousand
standard crucibles the size of a shot glass annually – but
can make them much larger, too. A custom crucible the
size of a rain barrel was recently manufactured – using
about 20 kilograms of platinum. “That makes this giant
not only one of the largest, but also one of the most expensive crucibles Heraeus has ever produced. How much
this crucible actually cost is just as much a trade secret
as its purpose and application,” says Lang with a grin.
However, the traditional fields of application for crucibles
are no secret. These precious metal aids are indispensable
for performing analyses. Many industries – including the
iron and steel, cement production and waste incineration
industries – regularly perform XRF analyses during production for quality assurance purposes. In environmental and
foodstuff analyses, it is essential to analyze the heavy
metal content in soil or grain samples, for example. To
perform a reproducible analysis of the samples, scientists
first homogenize them in crucibles by the fusion process.
This creates a fused tablet that displays a uniform composition throughout and can be studied using spectroscopic
methods.

Heraeus is a market
leader in the production
of platinum crucibles.
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Platinum crucibles are indispensable for high-temperature fusion processes in chemical laboratories.

The demands on crucible materials are growing steadily,
which is why we still continue to optimize platinum crucibles after more than 130 years, particularly regarding their
durability. By alloying platinum with 5% gold, the stability can be improved in the 1100 to 1200°C temperature
range. But there are even better ways.
Dispersion hardened platinum as a new class of materials
Heraeus has established dispersion hardened platinum
(DPH) as a new class of materials for laboratory equipment-materials that have been developed in close cooperation with clients from both analytical laboratories and the
business world. “Compared to pure platinum and solid
solution platinum alloys, DPH materials are more resistant
to corrosion, as well as thermal loadings and mechanical
stress,” explains Prof. David Lupton, Head of Development
at W. C. Heraeus.
The innovative material is in particularly high demand
where crucibles need to be especially long lasting, stable
at high temperatures, corrosion resistant and dimensionally stable. Dispersion hardened platinum is also used in
the glass industry, for example, for stirrers and glass fiber
bushings. DPH platinum is also suited for growing single
crystals in oxidizing atmospheres. “The addition of finely
distributed zirconia prevents grain growth until just below
the melting point. The finer microstructure makes DPH
far less sensitive to corrosion at the grain boundaries than
comparable materials. That ensures the improved durability,” as platinum specialist Lupton explains its exceptional
properties.

 sers guarantees it. “We advise our customers in detail.
u
The purpose and location of use, pre-treatment of sample
materials, selecting the specific fusion process and temperature: These are just a few of the criteria that determine the correct choice of crucible,” comments Stefan
Lang. The experts at Heraeus use the whole range of alloys
and shapes and provide just-in-time manufacturing of custom crucibles. “We make everything we deliver – our vertical integration is our seal of quality for our customers.”
Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?
Stefan Lang
Engineered Materials Division (Precious Metals Technology)
W. C. Heraeus GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-3740
E-mail: stefan.lang@heraeus.com
Internet: www.ptlabware.com

DPH platinum crucibles have opened up opportunities
for new applications. While traditional crucibles allow
sample fusion up to around 1100°C, these innovative new
crucibles have boosted that temperature to over 1600°C.
The experts at Heraeus all agree: Platinum crucibles will
continue to play an essential role in quality assurance for
decades to come. Our close collaboration with different
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Platinum – a valuable
raw material
Sophisticated recycling processes from Heraeus
prepare precious metals for further use

More than 90 percent of what people consume or use
either contains platinum group metals in some form or
comes into contact with them during the production
process. Mines in South Africa and Russia are the primary
sources for these raw materials, but they cannot supply
the entire demand for precious metals on a sustained
basis. For that reason, the use of secondary sources is
gaining in importance, and Heraeus is a leading global
player in refining platinum metals from these sources.
There is no precious metal that the specialists at Heraeus
cannot refine. The precious metals cycle at Heraeus is a
fascinating contribution to safeguarding resources and
protecting the environment.
Precious metals are very valuable and very rare. In one
year, just 20,000 tons of silver and a mere 2,500 tons of
gold are extracted from mines. Platinum group metals are
even rarer. In 2007, total worldwide output of these metals amounted to about 530 tons. The amount of platinum
itself produced each year, about 207 tons, could easily be
stored in a garage. And the amount of rhodium, which is
essential for the automotive industry and segments of the
chemical industry, would fit under a desk. To produce one
gram of these metals, 200 to 800 kilograms of rock must
be mined.
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These small quantities – in comparison to the millions of
tons extracted of such metals as iron or copper – stand in
stark contrast to the essential role precious metals play
in our everyday lives. Modern cars would not run without
them, computers would not work, there would be no flat
screens, and major portions of the chemical industry
would not exist; furthermore, the glass and oil industries
would face considerable difficulties and we would even
have to live without cold drinks.
For years, output from the mines has not been enough to
meet constantly growing demand from the automotive,
jewelry, glass, and chemical industries. Thus, recycling
and refining precious metals from various industrial applications is gaining importance and has become a major
component of the business of precious metals specialist
W. C. Heraeus. Since as far back as the 1980s, the company has been expanding recycling and refining as basic
parts of its precious metals cycle. Long-term supply agreements with mining companies ensure that Heraeus has
access to precious metals. Gold and silver are produced
by means of special and highly developed processes, as
are the platinum group metals (PGMs) – i.e. platinum,
palladium, rhodium, iridium, ruthenium, and osmium.
The Recycling Business Unit refines and recycles primary
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Complex, exciting chemistry: Dr. Steffen Voß (right) and Dieter Blautzik (Production manager for recycling) observe ruthenium purification.

and secondary concentrates, industrial catalysts, alloys,
and residues from the precious metals processing industry
to produce fine metals in accordance with international
standards.
“Our versatile wet chemical and smelting processes allow
us to extract all precious metals in an ultrapure form,”
states Dr. Steffen Voß, Head of the Recycling Business
Unit, in describing one of the company’s major strengths.
Heraeus does this all over the world with refining and
recycling facilities in Germany (Hanau), the United States
(Santa Fe Springs, California and Newark, New Jersey),
China (Hong Kong and Shanghai), India (Udaipur), and
South Africa (Port Elizabeth). Voß believes that “continual
technology transfer enables us to have common standards,
production processes, and purity levels in accordance with
internationally established guidelines at all our locations
around the world.”
In recent years, meeting the needs of industrial customers has become more demanding. As business cycles get
shorter and shorter, precious metals must nevertheless
be recycled with perfect quality and the greatest possible
efficiency. Research and development departments staffed
with chemists and process engineers are working hard to
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optimize processes and develop new ones. While keeping a
close eye on every phase of production, they are increasing
the efficiency of existing processes, testing and developing
new precipitation methods, honing the development of
finer-grained precious metal powders for better processing,
and much more. For example, they are researching ways
to achieve even better throughput frequencies in ion exchangers and distillation processes to improve capacities
for producing valuable metals. “Close integration and excellent communication between production, engineering,
and R&D are important here. This way, new knowledge can
be put into practice immediately, and problems that arise
during production can be rectified on the spot,” according
to Steffen Voß, speaking from experience.
Mastering the precious metals cycle
Studies by the International Platinum Association (IPA)
indicate that about 25 to 30 percent of the global demand
for PGMs (excluding gold and silver) is already being met
through recycling. These figures are only estimates, however,
because Heraeus considers exact figures to be a trade
secret. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the recycling
rate depends on the product in question. Precious metals
in industrial catalysts – such as platinum gauze for the
fertilizer industry or bulk-material catalysts for industrial
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Platinum – a valuable raw material

Ores/Primary metals
Image source: www.gettyimages.com

Supplies of ore concentrates are the primary starting point for precious metals.

Output in PGM / primary sources
(Source: IPA, 2007)
Metal

Primary output (tons)

Platinum

207

Palladium

265

Rhodium

25

Ruthenium

30

Iridium

4

Gold

2500

Silver

20,000

Precious metals management

Refining and recovering precious metal-containing wastes from production residues and from customers (end-of-life products).

Wastes/Used products
2007 Demand
by application
(in percent)

6

3
20

55
1
5
5

5
Platinum
14

10

76
Ruthenium

Autocatalyst
Chemical
Electrochemical
Electronics
Glass
Investment
Jewelery
Petroleum
Other
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chemical processes – are recycled
at a rate of more than 90 percent.
A stunning 97 percent recycling
rate is achieved for platinum
catalysts used to refine crude oil.
Experts call this a nearly closed
cycle of materials, which is to say
that almost everything that goes
into a product in the first place is
returned to the precious metals
cycle again. As a result, only a
very small amount of the valuable
resources are lost.
Unfortunately, this is not possible
for all industries or applications.
There are likewise recycling
systems for automobile catalytic
converters and for mobile phones
and other electronic devices.
However, the recycling percentages are lower for these, because
there are so many different end
users, and collecting the materials
containing the precious metals in
emerging and developing countries
is difficult. Thus, tons of precious
metals remain beyond the reach of
the recycling effort, although the
material flows are becoming more
and more closed.

The experts at Heraeus focus on
precious metal concentrates from
the mining industry and on spent
industrial catalysts (reforming-,
fixed bed-, supported-, and organic catalysts) or metallic precious
metal residues from products like
sputtering targets, which for example are used to coat the magnetic
data storage devices in computer
hard disk drives.
Dr. Horst Meyer and Gerald Ritter,
Heads of the Chemicals Division
at W. C. Heraeus, describe what
is most important for Heraeus in
terms of the precious metals cycle: “We want to be more than just
a specialist in the manufacture of
high-quality PGM products. We
offer our customers a truly integrated service. Through our precious
metals cycle we take used materials back from our customers,
refine the precious metals they
contain, and then produce new
precious metals products before
starting all over again.“
Our mastery of the entire precious
metals cycle underscores the range

Casting molten precious metal
to produce high-purity granules.
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Refining
Refining and purification of the individual precious metals according to international standards

• Homogenization, sampling, and analysis
• Isolating and refining precious metals
• Return of fine metals in accordance with
ASTM standards

• Return of products containing precious
metals

• Sample analyses
• Profitability calculations

• Purchase, financing, and leasing of
precious metals

• Logistics
• Comprehensive consulting

• Weight accounts, transfers

Production and marketing of products containing precious metals for various industries.

Key markets

of expertise at Heraeus. Along with recycling, refining,
and production, precious metals trading is a significant
factor in this system. Precious metals trading at Heraeus
is not just a matter of trading with external customers. It
also means that there are channels within the company
through which precious metals flow. So each day, all sales
of precious metals conducted by the product divisions
are conducted through Precious Metals Trading, as are
the purchases that take place in the course of refining
precious metals.

containing precious metals remains. This ash can then
undergo further wet-chemical or smelting processes.

From scrap metal to precious metal –
pretreatment and analysis
Refining primary and secondary materials requires very
complex manufacturing processes. The steps involved are
similar for all precious metal residues: Pretreatment/analysis of a homogeneous sample, preenrichment, wet-chemical
extraction processes and isolation of the various precious
metals, refining into pure precious metals, and finally
manufacturing new products containing precious metals.

An important intermediate step is to homogenize the
primary and secondary material beforehand so that a uni-

Many deliveries, especially of used catalysts, are made in
the form of unimpressive, sometimes unsightly but very
valuable residues. Through heat treatment in special furnaces (the HeraCycle® process), Heraeus incinerates this
material and concentrates the precious metal portion for
the next step in the process. Heat treatment is essential,
particularly for organometallic catalysts from the chemical, petrochemical, and pharmaceutical industries. Using
this method, the organic components are incinerated in a
safe and environmentally friendly manner so that an ash
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The rest of the steps in the refining process vary greatly, as
does the equipment used for them: Reaction vessels – as
tall as a person – made out of special glass in which red,
orange, or yellow solutions bubble away; multi-story reactors for dissolving bulk-material catalysts; ion exchangers
and smelting furnaces in which fine platinum sponge is
melted at temperatures over 1800°C.

Smelting precious metal sponge.

form analysis sample can be taken. Analysis is also a core
competence at Heraeus. The in-house analytical laboratory
determines what proportion of precious metal is present in
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Platinum – a valuable raw material

the sample; this serves to ensure quality and is important
for accounting. “We have global sampling standards. The
samples are ground in the same way, sieved, mixed, and
thereby homogenized,” Voß explains. Nothing would be
worse than to have an erroneous test result in determining
an incorrect proportion of precious metal. R&D and the
Analytical Department work hand in hand in this field as
well.
Expertise in technical chemistry a key to refining
Precious metal concentrates from primary and secondary
sources are dissolved in hydrochloric acid under oxidizing
conditions prior to isolation of the individual precious
metals, in the resulting solutions the platinum group
metals can be purified with selective process steps such
as reprecipitation and ion exchange.
The following example from the ruthenium “cookbook”
demonstrates the complexity of wet-chemical refining:
Highly volatile ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) is distilled
from the solution containing ruthenium via oxidation; it is
then absorbed in hydrochloric acid as hexachlororuthenic
acid. The metal can then be manufactured from sparingly
soluble ammonium hexachlororuthenate by calcination
and after several process steps, by reduction with hydrogen. Sputtering targets are a particularly important
secondary source for recycling ruthenium, as are other

Wet-chemical refining of solutions containing precious metals.

ruthenium-containing residues from industrial applications
like catalysts. Heraeus supplies high purity ruthenium
sputtering targets for depositing extraordinarily thin layers
in a complex layer structure on computer hard disk drives.
The most prominent application of ruthenium is now in
magnetic data storage media (hard disk drives). Heraeus
has been using a new process since 2004, quintupling the
amount of ruthenium it produces and making it one of the
world’s leading companies.
Refining platinum is similarly complex. Pure platinum in
the form of platinum sponge is produced by wet-chemical

It doesn’t work without chemistry! Highly complex chemical processes
result in a pure precious metal solution.

reduction or an electrolytical process. Via additional steps,
it can be made into platinum salts for further processing
into anti-tumor agents, such as cis-platin. Above all, platinum is used to make a wide range of catalysts. Heraeus
supplies supported catalysts for purifying exhaust emissions, platinum-rhodium gauzes for fertilizer and hydrocyanic acid production and compounds for homogenous
catalysis, for example the Karstedt catalyst for hydrosilylation in the production of silicones. Heraeus manufactures
a broad array of laboratory equipment, such as crucibles,
dishes, and special products made from platinum and
platinum alloys. These materials are also fabricated into
feeder systems, large components, and glass fiber bushings for the glass industry. The platinum in many of these
products is not consumed; instead, it can be reintroduced
to the precious metals cycle after use – and the whole
process starts over again.
To sum up: Our world would certainly be poorer without
platinum group metals – and with its recycling expertise,
Heraeus is ensuring an ample supply.
Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?
Dr. Steffen Voß
Chemicals Division (Recycling)
W. C. Heraeus GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: + 49 (0) 6181.35-3815
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E-mail: steffen.voss@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus-recycling.com; www.heraeus-trading.com
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Did you know?

Photo: used with the kind permission of SwissFood Tech Management AG

Innovative pest control with UV lamps

Phyt03 in action: The UV lamps are in an attachment fastened onto the tractor.

The agricultural industry is applying ionizing radiation
from ultraviolet light for innovative, environmentally
friendly pest control. For recent field tests of their PhytO3
machine, SwissFood Tech Management AG chose UV
lamps from Heraeus. The machine uses a combination of
ozonized water and UV light to treat crops in the field – a
powerful alternative to pesticides and insecticides. Ozone
is produced in a separate silent discharge generator and
dissolved in water. PhytO3 combines two effects: Plants
are first sprayed with the ozone water and then irradiated
with UVC light. Biological pests often live on the surface
of plants. The water rinses small animals like insects down
to the ground, but does not kill them. Microorganisms on
the plants, however, are specifically targeted and destroyed with UVC radiation (wavelength: 254 nanometers).
The ultraviolet light also activates the ozone dissolved in
the water now on the plant surface, generating excited
oxygen. This destroys the cell walls of microorganisms.
The huge benefit of modern pest control: No biological
or chemical residue is left behind on the surface of the
plants or in the environment.

Flexible substrates for temperature measurement
The use of flexible substrates could usher in a new
generation in temperature sensor production. Up to now,
manufacturing sensors involved in a complex and technically-intensive process for populating circuit boards with
stiff substrates. The stamp laminating technology for flexible substrates developed by
W. C. Heraeus now allows these
sensor substrates to be mass
produced in a continuous strip,
i.e., reel-to-reel processing. The
thumbnail-sized, weatherproof
temperature module can measure
temperatures up to 250°C and is
well suited for taking measurements
in tight spaces, such as the engine
compartment of a passenger car. In
addition to being faster and cheaper
to produce, these flexible conductor
ribbons could help miniaturize sensor modules even further.

Find out more about
flexible substrates
on page 18
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Find out more about UV technology on page 10

Gold target sets a size record
Heraeus recently produced its
largest gold sputtering target
to date, weighing in at around
120 kilograms of pure gold
(99.99 %) and measuring over 1 m².
The total value of the target – which is
larger than your average flat screen TV – is
well over 2 million E. The bonding attaching the
target to the backing plate was particularly challenging
to manufacture. The precious metals services provided
by Heraeus included physically preparing the precious
metal, reprocessing the spent sputtering target and financing such a large amount of gold. At a total weight of approximately 700 kilograms, the huge target will be used
to sputter electrodes for a special display application.

Find out more about sputtering targets on page 14
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Global cumulative capacity of all photovoltaic systems from 1995 to 2007 (in megawatt, MWp, source: EPIA).
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Pocket calculators and satellites are not the only
things that run on solar cells. Many large industrial
facilities and family homes also sport the usually
blue, shimmering photovoltaic systems on their roofs
to transform sunlight into electricity. This is a growing market of the future, one for which Heraeus has a
great deal to offer.
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Photovoltaics lead the
way to a sunny future
Wafer-based cells and thin-film cells ensure cost-effective
and environmentally-friendly conversion of energy

What exactly is photovoltaics? The photovoltaic effect
is the process by which light (radiation energy) is converted into electrical energy. Albert Einstein succeeded in
explaining the photoelectric effect – originally discovered
in 1839 – in 1905, winning the Nobel Prize in Physics for
it in 1921.
In this technology, light generates an electrical potential
within the photocell with the help of a special semiconductor layer doped on both sides with foreign atoms.
Incident light radiation separates the positive and negative
charge within this layer, creating voltage potential difference. This is then transmitted via a contact surface – and
the current can flow.
Photovoltaics has seen a huge upswing in popularity in recent years. Data from the European Photovoltaic Industry
Association EPIA (www.epia.org) proves it: The number of
photovoltaic systems installed (averaged over the entire
period) has risen by approximately 35% per annum since
1998. By the end of 2007, users had installed solar systems capable of producing over 9,000 megawatt measured
at peak performance – 430,000 systems were in operation
in Germany alone by that time. The photovoltaic industry
is investing heavily in new production facilities and technologies worldwide – specially in Europe, the USA, China
and Japan. Industry experts predict that solar power will
become less expensive over the coming decades, and thus
more competitive. Annette Lukas, head of the Photovoltaic
workgroup at Heraeus, sees great opportunities for energy
from the sun: “Very few industries enjoy the kind of projected growth rates expected of photovoltaics!”
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Through thick and thin
Over 90% of all solar cells in use today employ silicon.
The most common form is the wafer-based solar cell,
which uses wafers made of silicon single crystals or polycrystalline silicon. Thin-film cells are a promising technology of the future. In this case, a thin semiconductor
layer is applied to a base material, usually glass – e.g.,
amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride, or copper indium
(gallium) selenide (abbreviated CIS or CIGS). The semi-

Sputtering targets are used to deposit coatings on solar cells.

conductor layer is only about 1000th of a millimeter thick,
making this type of thin-film cell 100 times thinner than
wafer solar cells – and it uses material more effectively as
well. They’re comparatively less expensive to produce, too.
These advantages enable them to compete with crystalline
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Infrared emitters with QRC reflectors are used in coating processes for solar cells.

silicon solar cells despite their somewhat lower efficiency.
Thin-film modules currently hold around 10% of the market share; traditional wafer solar cells dominate the market
at almost 90%.

Quartz glass
holder for
silicon wafers.

Solar cells on the production line
Three Heraeus business segments offer numerous products for manufacturing the different types of solar cells.
Quartz glass components constitute our primary product
portfolio: crucibles, process chambers like silica glass
tubes and quartz glass base materials for coating and diffusion processes. Quartz glass is now an integral part of
high-temperature applications in the semiconductor and photovoltaic
industries – its temperature
stability, resistance to corrosion and thermal shock,
along with high chemical
purity make this high-tech
material irreplaceable.
Quartz glass crucibles from
Heraeus Quarzglas are used
in the first step of manufacturing traditional solar cells: To create monocrystalline
wafers, producers grow silicon single crystals from a silicon melt heated to 1400°C in a quartz crucible. The large
single crystal is then sliced into wafers. Thin-film solar
cells also utilize components made of quartz glass.
Heat makes it all possible
Drying, sintering, coating and soldering – heat is required
for so many processes in solar cell production. Infrared heat can focus warmth on materials without direct
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contact, making it particularly suited to this application.
Heraeus Noblelight builds infrared emitters, and Heraeus
specialists then customize them to the individual pro
cesses. The new QRC (quartz reflective coating) reflector
is particularly noteworthy for improving process stability
while operating under vacuum. The reflector is coated
with a special type of quartz glass rather than gold, which
would vaporize under vacuum. This reflective layer can
withstand temperatures up to 1000°C as well as aggressive media. The opaque quartz glass reflector directs heat
onto the product and thus significantly improves performance under vacuum. A faster and more stable process
also saves energy. Infrared emitters with quartz reflectors
are already being used in solar cell manufacturing to heat
substrates before or during the coating process.
Why is this particularly so important for solar cells? Cells
should convert solar energy as efficiently as possible. An
anti-reflex coating substantially improves the absorption
rate for solar cells. This coating is applied in a vacuum at
very high temperatures. Infrared emitters equipped with
the new QRC reflector have made high-temperature pro
cesses significantly more stable, because manufacturers
can better maintain process parameters such as temperature and process time. This increases the manufacturing
system’s energy efficiency.
Ultra-thin layers
Sputtering is a key technology for manufacturing thin-film
layers. This technology is used in solar cell production
to deposit numerous layers: semiconductor layers and
conductive films for front and rear contact surfaces. The
material source for this layer is the sputtering target. Dur-
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Products for photovoltaics: contact pastes (left) and quartz glass crucibles (right).

ing sputtering, the noble gas argon, for example, is fired
at the targets in a vacuum chamber under high voltage.
The positively charged gas ions knock individual atoms
out of the surface of the target, which then condense on a
substrate material as an extremely thin coating. Heraeus
offers a wide variety of
sputtering targets for all
common solar cells.

area, because conversion efficiency in this type of solar
cell is still rather low.
The solar dye cell is one type of organic solar cell. These
include Grätzel cells, dye cells named after their inventor,

Heraeus products for the photovoltaic industry
The quality and purity
of the sputtering target
impact the efficiency
and performance of the
final solar cell. As with
coating techniques for
large architectural glass
surfaces, cylindrical sputtering targets are steadily
replacing the traditional
flat targets for coating
solar cells. The cylindrical
targets correspond to flat
targets, but utilize materials more efficiently. This
reduces costs, which of
course benefits solar cell
manufacturing.

Products

Business Segment

Infrared emitters

Heraeus Noblelight

Quartz glass components and crucibles

Heraeus Quarzglas

Sputtering targets

W. C. Heraeus

Bonding pastes

W. C. Heraeus

Flexible substrates

W. C. Heraeus

PV ribbons, rolls and wires

W. C. Heraeus

Precious metal compounds, e.g.,

W. C. Heraeus

ruthenium compounds for solar dye cells

Outlook
“Wafer-based cells and thin-film cells are important markets
for Heraeus,” states Annette Lukas. High demand for photovoltaic modules – due partly to government support – is
pushing production facilities to the limits of their capacity
again and again. At the same time, photovoltaics researchers are actively working on product improvements and new
processes.
The head of the photovoltaics workgroup considers thirdgeneration solar cell technology to be extremely promising:
“In organic solar cells, the semiconductor is an organic
material. These materials enable manufacturers to produce extremely flexible solar cells that can cover large,
uneven surfaces. What’s more, they are also less expensive
to produce.” Scientists are expanding research in this

Michael Grätzel. They contain an organic ruthenium
compound that converts sunlight into electrical energy.
Even in this fresh field of development, Heraeus is already
supplying a key product: a ruthenium compound that is
used in manufacturing the dye complex.
Dr. Barbara Schick

Want to know more?
Annette Lukas
Engineered Materials Division – Technology Center
W. C. Heraeus GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-5748
E-mail: annette.lukas@heraeus.com
Internet: www.wc-heraeus.com
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Heraeus
Innovation Awards 2008
Infrared emitter with white nano reflector named
best innovation of 2008
The developments recognized at the 2008 Heraeus Inno
vation Award include an innovative infrared emitter with
a white reflector made of opaque quartz glass that can
be used in a vacuum at high temperatures; a new, highly

sensitive oxygen sensor used to measure oxygen in ppb
(parts per billion) during the manufacture of compacted
graphite iron (CGI); and a new solder paste compound
for silver contacts in power electronics components.

Dr. Frank Heinricht, Chairman of the Board of Management of Heraeus Holding GmbH, praised this year’s prize
winners: “They reacted directly and successfully to the
market’s changes and demands by developing innovative
products, and succeeded in opening up new market segments in the process. This is very important in economically difficult times.” The Heraeus Innovation Award was
launched in 2003. All Heraeus researchers and developers
worldwide are eligible to participate. Heraeus conceived
the Innovation Award to make innovations that are often
hidden in the company visible to everyone and at the
same time, to honor the achievements and talents of the
researchers and developers. Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?
Heraeus Innovation Award 2008 (from left): Dr. Jürgen Heraeus (Chairman of the Supervisory
Board), Wolfgang Schmitt (3rd place), Jürgen Weber (1st place), Danny Habets (2nd place),
Dr. Wulf Brämer (Heraeus Innovation Management) and Dr. Frank Heinricht (Chairman of the
Board of Management of Heraeus Holding GmbH).
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Dr. Wulf Brämer
Innovation Management
Heraeus Holding GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau
Phone: + 49 (0) 6181.35-5118
E-mail: wulf.braemer@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus.com
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1st place

2nd place

3rd place

Jürgen Weber

Danny Habets

Wolfgang Schmitt

Infrared emitter with a white nano
reflector (QRC® reflector) (Heraeus
Noblelight / Heraeus Quarzglas)

Ppb oxygen sensor for the cast-iron
industry (Heraeus Electro-Nite)

New silver contact as a lead-free
solder replacement for power
electronics (W. C. Heraeus)

The infrared emitter with the new QRC®

Danny Habets and Heraeus Electro-Nite have

Endowed with excellent thermal and electri-

reflector (QRC = quartz reflective coating)

three years of R&D invested in their innova-

cal conductivity, the precious metal silver

developed by Jürgen Weber and a team of

tive ppb sensor. Refinements in measurement

has proven itself worthy as a contact material

experts from Heraeus Noblelight and Heraeus

technology have enabled this highly sensi-

for power electronics components. But up

Quarzglas has many applications, such as

tive sensor to measure oxygen in the ppb

to now, the industry has lacked efficient pro-

improving energy efficiency in solar cell pro-

range (ppb = parts per billion), making it a

cesses for connecting contact surfaces using

duction for the photovoltaic industry. Certain

thousand times more sensitive than Heraeus’

a silver layer. Wolfgang Schmitt of W. C.

steps in the cell production process must be

best sensor to date. The sensor is used for

Heraeus has developed both a silver contact

performed in a vacuum at temperatures up

controlling processes in compacted graphite

paste and a process for creating these silver

to 1200°C. Vacuum heating using the white

iron (CGI) production, a material needed for

layers. The pastes contain special silver

nano reflector made of opaque glass involves

the next generation of lighter diesel motors.

compounds which release elemental silver

no contact and therefore does not carry

CGI possesses a special graphite structure

during the joining process. This enables

the risk of impurities. Utilizing high-purity

that makes it extremely durable and stable.

Schmitt’s innovative method to create

quartz materials minimizes the possibility

It can withstand extreme temperatures and is

extremely homogenous silver layers, which

of contamination, as would be the case with

easy to cast. The material is in high demand

previously could only be achieved with

metal reflectors.

as an alternative to aluminum for use in

pressure sintering or nano silver pastes.

high-temperature components for internal

The new silver contact pastes are signifi-

combustion engines.

cantly more stable than the nano silver

Solar cells should convert solar energy as
efficiently as possible. An anti-reflex coating

used in the past.

substantially improves the absorption rate for

To create this specific graphite structure,

solar cells. This coating is applied under a

tiny amounts of magnesium are added during

Power electronics play a key role in industrial

vacuum at very high temperatures. Emitters

production along with carbon and silicon.

electric motors, motor vehicles and no-break

equipped with a white nano reflector have a

An admixture of 70 to 150 ppm (ppm =

power supply systems. In environmentally-

highly diffused reflection factor, which helps

parts per million) is required to achieve the

friendly hybrid vehicles, for example,

stabilize and optimize heating processes

desired stabilizing structure. The Heraeus

power electronics help convert electrical

in solar cell manufacturing by maintaining

sensor measures the oxygen content directly

energy to the proper voltage and frequency

process parameters such as temperature

in the cast iron melt by means of a chemical

for the electric motor. Materials used for

and homogeneity. This reduces costs while

reaction between the magnesium and oxygen.

power electronics must meet extremely high

increasing energy efficiency in the photo-

This in turn is used to determine the exact

performance requirements, especially for

voltaic system. Due to its special nano and

magnesium content. Previous methods of

integrated circuits, because voltages can

microstructure, the patented reflector reflects

measuring magnesium content required a

climb to several thousand volts and currents

a broad spectrum of light ranging from the

costly and time-consuming sampling process.

can reach several thousand amps. This new

ultraviolet to infrared wavelengths, ushering

By contrast, the ppb sensor can determine

silver contact as a lead-free solder replace-

in new areas of application, e. g. in the semi-

the correct value in a single measurement

ment expands Heraeus’ product portfolio for

conductor industry, for processing plastic

within 12 seconds. This saves users a signifi-

integrated circuit and mounting technologies

components and UV curing.

cant amount of time, money and energy.

for power electronics.
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Dr. Ralf Takke has been fascinated by
quartz glass for 25 years.

Heraeus is one of very few specialists to have mastered
every aspect of quartz glass and put into place manufacturing processes to achieve levels of quality which
are unique in all the world. As with the precious metal
platinum, the history of the company is inextricably linked
with quartz glass.
In 1899, head researcher Dr. Richard Küch (1860–1915),
a physicist and chemist, was the first person to melt rock
crystal at about 2000°C using oxyhydrogen blowpipe
technology (oxygen-hydrogen flame). The outcome of his
experiment was a new material with extraordinary properties – quartz glass.
Dr. Ralf Takke, Vice President of Optics Division at H
 eraeus
Quarzglas, has been working with this exceptional material
for over 25 years. As Head of R&D activities during the
80s and 90s, he and his staff created many new types of
quartz glass and found new applications for it. “From a
scientific perspective, I am continually amazed at how we
can take two chemical elements – silicon and oxygen – and
conjure up a material with so many different properties!”
Although extremely difficult to differentiate from normal glass from the outside, quartz glass possesses other
significant properties such as chemical and temperature
stability, resistance to radiation and optical transparency. Pure quartz glass is comprised solely of silicon and
oxygen (SiO2), and therefore demonstrates a high degree
of material homogeneity. The material possesses high optical transmission in the ultraviolet to infrared spectrums,
as well as being resistant to thermal shock. That is, it
can be heated and cooled very rapidly without shattering
as normal glass would. Its extreme resistance to ionizing
radiation is particularly crucial for aerospace applications. Synthetic quartz glass is considered one of the
purest materials. It contains trace elements in very small
concentrations, often only in the ppb range (parts per billion). Quartz glass is so pure that you could see through a
100 m thick slab of it as if it were a piece of thin window
glass.
Ralf Takke glows when speaking about some of the special
applications for quartz glass: “Our quartz glass can be

Whether it’s chip manufacture, data transmission over
optical fibers, precision optics or laser technology –
demanding optical applications make use of quartz
glass. In addition, the latest research projects, such as
38
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On a mission on Earth
and in space
The unique strengths of quartz glass play
a role in many high-tech applications

found in vacuum
windows for space simulation chambers where satellites and satellite equipment
undergo functional testing. It is also
used in optics for high-performance
lasers used to study laser fusion.”
The Beijing Institute for Space, Engineering and Environment (BISEE) in China used quartz glass from Heraeus
Quarzglas to build a solar simulator to test satellites and
space equipment under real outer space conditions. The
vacuum of space, harsh UV rays from the sun and high-energy radiation from the depths of the cosmos represent the
most significant environmental conditions for a spaceflight
in Earth orbit. The BISEE Institute employs xenon lamps
to simulate solar radiation, but these must be operated
under normal atmospheric conditions due to thermal limitations. Since space equipment needs to be tested under
a vacuum and radiation, rays from the xenon lamps are

Triple prism
made of Suprasil®.

transmitted into
the simulation
chamber through a 1 m
diameter quartz glass window.
From Einstein to the moon
NASA’s “Gravity Probe B” project posed a particularly
challenging task for synthetic quartz glass. Back in 2005,

proving Einstein’s theory of relativity, simulating the
sun or measuring the distance between the Earth and
the moon, quartz glass from Heraeus provides the
clarity scientists need.
technology report 02
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On a mission on Earth and in space

Did you know?
Collaboration between Heraeus and NASA is a tradition. It’s no
surprise then that Hanau-made quartz glass technology has traveled
all the way to the moon. Back in 1969, the legendary Apollo 11 mission not only landed the first man on Earth’s natural satellite, it also
placed a laser reflector to determine the exact distance between the
Earth and the moon. This reflector contains 100 triple prisms made
of Suprasil® – a quartz glass with extraordinary optical homogeneity
in all three dimensions. To take distance measurements, a highintensity laser beam is directed onto the retro reflectors and then the
transit time of the light is measured. The slightest impurity in the
Image source: NASA

quartz glass would reflect the laser beam with a severely degraded
signal, or divert it and cause incorrect measurements. The retro
reflectors are still in operation after over 40 successful years –
maybe because the quartz glass is from Heraeus.

“We often have to stretch the very
limits of technical feasibility.”
a research satellite bearing the same name finished collecting important data and measurements over 18 months
in orbit. The research project’s objective is to prove an
aspect of Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity. The
project focuses on two effects: the geodetic effect, which
describes the amount by which the Earth warps the local
space-time in which it resides; and the Lense-Thirring
effect (frame dragging), which determines the amount by
which the rotating Earth drags local space-time around
with it. Initial results from the measurements appear to
actually confirm Einstein’s theory. The core element of
the Gravity Probe B satellite consisted of a quartz glass
block connected to a quartz glass telescope and containing four gyroscopes. The gyroscopes – spheres about
the size of a ping-pong ball – were made of high-purity
Homosil quartz glass coated with superconductive niobium, as were all the quartz glass products supplied by
Heraeus for this project.
“For these projects we often have to stretch the very limits
of technical feasibility,” states Ralf Takke. “The extremely
high material requirements with regard to homogenous
density and the consistency of its thermal expansion
factor throughout, for example, make manufacturing and
taking measurements for optical quality testing a real
challenge.” But precisely this type of extraordinary project
brings added value – and not just for the company. “We
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constantly use these special assignments and technological challenges to build in-house know-how and expand our
expertise in manufacturing precision, high-performance
quartz glass,” explained the quartz glass expert. It is
certainly fundamental research at its core, but research
that will produce an economic benefit. “Experiments help
us improve our understanding of the material. That makes
us not only a supplier, but a solution provider and discussion partner as well. We are also seizing the opportunity
to collaborate with research institutes and universities on
such projects as developing new measurement systems,
for example,” notes Takke.
New super material for gravitational wave detectors
It is both astonishing and fascinating at the same time
that a material already perfected by nature can be given
entirely new properties by slightly changing the parameters. Yet time and again Heraeus manages to develop
better and even purer types of quartz glass. High optical
homogeneity in all three dimensions, low absorption due
to minimal hydroxyl content, and an extremely low bubble
content – these are just some of the qualities inherent
in the new generation of synthetic quartz glass. “With
Suprasil® 3001, we developed a type of high-purity synthetic quartz glass within a year that enables us to meet
increasingly high optical quality requirements for broadband applications ranging from the ultraviolet to the near
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The characteristics of high-performance quartz glass have to be perfect.
Quality checks are performed with the very latest measuring systems.

infrared spectrum,” reports Dr. Mark Altwein, Business
Unit Manager at Heraeus Quarzglas.
“Suprasil® 3001 is optically isotropic, highly homogenous
and suited primarily for manufacturing multidimensional
optics such as prisms, extremely curved lenses, beam
splitters, beam controlling systems and retro reflectors,”
states Altwein, a physicist. For these reasons, this type of
quartz glass is best suited for high-energy lasers that operate in the near infrared range. Diode lasers use it in the
field of medical technology for processing materials and
spectroscopic optics.
The material is currently being used in a unique and special project involving experiments with gravitational wave
detectors to research another aspect of Einstein’s theory
of relativity. Gravitational waves are emitted by distant
astrophysical events such as supernova explosions, neutron stars and black holes. Gravitational wave detectors,
which measure the corresponding gravitational waves deep
underground, utilize highly sensitive optical interferometers that can reach a length of 4 km. They function as a
photon reservoir and contain quartz glass with extremely
high transmission values and optical homogeneity. And the
instruments’ optical components that are so essential for
taking these measurements are made of Suprasil® 3001

“The capabilities and
capacities of quartz glass
are far from exhausted!”
by Heraeus. “We have been so successful in improving the
absorption in our quartz glass that we’ve made a significant contribution to improving the instrument’s sensitivity.
With all the improvements, the gravitational wave detector
has become extremely sensitive. Instead of measuring
one event per year, it now measures one event per week,”
according to Ralf Takke.
Considering its fascinating nature, it is astonishing that so
few universities and research institutes work intensively
with the properties and applications for quartz glass. For
that reason, most expertise is generated in the private industry sector. Heraeus has been able to contribute a great
deal to quartz glass knowledge over the last 110 years.
Dr. Ralf Takke is convinced: “We are certainly approaching
perfection in some applications such as microlithography.
But the capabilities and capacities of quartz glass are far
from exhausted!” Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?
Dr. Ralf Takke
Division Optics
Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH & Co. KG
Quarzstr. 8, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-6332
E-mail: ralf.takke@heraeus.com
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Innovation through
cooperation
Today’s new products, processes and
concepts are developed in networks

Heraeus is steadily growing its collaborative partnerships,
and they will be more important than ever in the future.
Why? Because technologies are becoming more complex
and intertwined. Qualified, skilled workers are dwindling
in numbers and innovation cycles are shorter. But our precious metals and technology Group can face the challenge
by linking our thought processes and efforts in networks.
These days, opportunities for innovation arise increasingly
from systematic networking and leveraging knowledge.
This means that intriguing and pertinent knowledge – that
can later be transformed into successful innovations –
originates from combining widely diverse disciplines in
engineering and the natural sciences. The Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft, Europe’s largest organization for applied
research, sees it that way, and so does Heraeus.
For that reason, the R&D and Innovation unit at Heraeus
participates in numerous networks with universities and
Fraunhofer Institutes, and with our customers’ development partners as well – always on the lookout for new,
appealing technological solutions. At Heraeus, the key to
cooperation is twofold: You need a team that is open, curious, motivated and willing to cooperate, and you need to
effectively manage the complexity that networking brings.
What do networks have to do with complexity?
With R&D activities and innovation projects, coordination
effort increases with the number of internal and external
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partners, and how much they interface or overlap. This
introduces complexity – arising from the act of networking
individual system elements. Project partners each have
their own individual interests at stake, along with various
technological, market and competitive parameters. In this
situation, the “weak” signals and interactions often have
a decisive impact on a company’s success, and therefore
should be taken into account accordingly.
Networking our thoughts and actions gives us a better
overview of complex interdependencies within the
company and its business environment. To this end, the
Heraeus Group recently implemented new innovation
management tools within the company. These tools help
collect internal and external technology expertise, which
then serves as the basis and model for future-oriented
corporate decisions.
Communication – the key to R&D
The topic of communication also plays a key role in
research, development and innovation at the operative
level, for example, in the largest business segment,
W. C. Heraeus GmbH. The company’s fRiDay forum connects R&D colleagues from six divisions and 18 business
units, giving them the opportunity to exchange experience
across departmental lines. The purely internal forum is
supported by Second Lab, a virtual SharePoint workspace, to include international R&D staff via the Internet.
And finally, quarterly R&D Forums bring in speakers and
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Careers at Heraeus
It’s good to know what makes the other side tick!
She studied materials science at Clausthal University of Technology,
completed doctoral studies and worked as a researcher at the Jülich
Research Center, then became a project manager at the Fraunhofer
Institute in Brunswick. Following that, she switched to the private
sector as a development engineer with a large lighting source manufacturer, and finally joined W. C. Heraeus in Hanau in 2004 as a
project development manager. These experiences have paid off: Dr.
Tanja Eckardt’s understanding of the different approaches taken by
research institutes and private sector companies helps her achieve
professional success in her current development projects.
Eckardt’s magic word is networking. “Having a good network both inside and outside the company is crucial. I know how both sides tick,
how they conduct and manage projects. That simplifies collaboration
on joint development projects tremendously,” she notes. The materials expert is currently developing new metal-ceramic composites

guests from outside the company to inspire new ideas
and concepts throughout the Group. Development staff
members then discuss these ideas and plumb their depths
to discover promising opportunities.
Heraeus specifically joins networks as an expert partner
in the area of precious and special metals to develop new
products, processes and concepts for its customers.
Because not all development can take place in-house,
the company collaborates with materials science departments at a number of universities and technical colleges
in Germany and other parts of Europe, and maintains local
partnerships with universities in China, Korea, and the
USA.

Materials expert Dr. Tanja Eckardt.

for sparkplugs and optimizing products for lighting technology. “On
these projects, we need to reach out beyond our internal resources

In addition, Heraeus collaborates with several Fraunhofer
and Max Planck Institutes. Not least, the Group avails
itself of activities carried out by materials expertise
networks such as Materials Valley e.V. One advantage of
this cooperation is that Heraeus can provide interesting
topics for interdisciplinary workshops and in doing so, can
benefit from the expertise of external institutions over
the long term. Dr. Matthias Wirth

and not be afraid of the competition.”
Tanja Eckardt also has a tip for young female graduates: “While
you’re studying the subject, you get the impression that engineering
careers don’t involve much communication. But in the real working
world, you’re constantly communicating and exchanging expertise
with institutes, other scientists, colleagues, salespeople, supervisors, customers, suppliers and even competitors. I recommend
that young women become familiar with the complex structure of a
company early on in their studies, e.g., onsite with an internship or
a thesis project.”
She is active in the Women in the Engineering Profession division

Want to know more?

at the German Association of Engineers, as well as in the mentoring

Dr. Matthias Wirth

network, to help make it easier for young women entering the sci-

R&D and Innovation

ences or industrial sector after graduation. She gives them insight

W. C. Heraeus GmbH

and tips on the working world, and shares her professional experi-

Heraeusstr. 12-14, 63450 Hanau

ence. It all goes without saying for Tanja Eckardt, because “there

Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-3946

are still far too few women in the engineering profession, but so

E-mail: matthias.wirth@heraeus.com

many opportunities.” Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Internet: www.wc-heraeus.com
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The chemistry
of a natural smile
A new molecule makes dental fillings extremely
durable and dazzlingly beautiful
A chipped front tooth, a cavity in a molar – even if you
have dental fillings, no one wants to miss out on having
a natural smile. But until now, those who had a filling
placed in their teeth, had to make compromises. The best
dental filling is one that no one can see. Ultra-fine glass
particles lend modern restorations lustre and an internal
play of light, just like a natural tooth. However, previous
versions of this type of composite never lasted as long in
the mouth as amalgam. Heraeus is now delivering both
ideals – natural aesthetics and durability – with a new
component made of plastic.
Although amalgam is very durable, people see it immediately. And of course health concerns have garnered criticism with it as well. For those reasons, today’s material
of choice is a natural, tooth-colored composite filling with
ultra-fine glass and ceramic particles. These particles give
the filling material a visual appearance similar to a natural
tooth. Whether out in sunlight, by candlelight or under
black lights at a disco – people can barely recognise the
difference. In the past however, natural aesthetics came at
a price: fillings were less durable.
Researchers have long been searching for a filling material
that combines natural beauty with tough durability. The
dental specialists at Heraeus Kulzer have now found an
innovative solution in the synthesis lab. Tricyclodecane
urethane monomer is the name of the molecule that binds
together the new generation of composites from Heraeus,
ushering in a whole new level of quality: aesthetically
pleasing, durable, as well as offering easy handling for
the dentists. Dr. Andreas Utterodt, Head of Research and
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Development for Filling Materials, explains how it works:
“This customised component is highly reactive. It bonds
with other monomers to form a particularly compact,
densely branched polymer mesh. The structure improves
all the key physical properties of the filling material.”

“The best dental filling
looks natural, is durable,
and is easy to work with.”
When fillings shrink
Months or even years often pass, but eventually patients
notice: Their filling has developed cracks or gaps around
the edges. The consequence can be a cavity or even a
broken tooth – the filling needs to be replaced. Shrinkage
is often the culprit: The filling shrinks as it cures and dries
because the molecules in the composite material bond
tightly together. This can cause tension and fine cracks.
For that reason, most manufacturers have used low-shrinkage Bis-GMA (bisphenol A glycidyl methacrylate) as the
plastic base resin in their composites. The drawback: This
base material is extremely viscous. Making it workable
requires the addition of a reactive thinner, which once
again increases shrinkage. This is a problem that the new
generation of composites from Heraeus tackles with its
innovative monomer base material.
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The new Venus composite contains a patented matrix and
newly developed microhybrid restoration system, improving
the filling material’s beauty, durability and workability.
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The chemistry of a natural smile

Customized molecule
“The TCD urethane monomer seems almost like it was
custom made for us,” raves R&D head Dr. Utterodt. It
unites seemingly contradictory requirements and properties, thus making it an ideal base material for dental
fillings. Stiff “bridges” at the monomer’s core ensure an
especially compact material that shrinks very little. At
the same time, optimal elastic spacers make the filling
extremely fracture-resistant. The highly reactive components in the polymer resin bond almost completely into a
densely branched mesh, rendering the composite material particularly stable and biocompatible. The urethane
groups also improve fluidity, allowing Heraeus to leave out
the reactive thinners that increase shrinkage in composites.
Potential recognized and converted
Dr. Utterodt and his team recognised the potential for
monomers in composite technology early on, and have
been pushing forward toward technical implementation
since 2004. They experimented with the new material and
were the first to develop specialised expertise for its industrial production in collaboration with Lanxess, a Bayer
subsidiary. Today, the new resin material is produced
exclusively for Heraeus
in a multi-step synthesis
process.
Heraeus Kulzer’s formulation technology then
produces a finished,
next-generation filling
material from the base
components. Creating
compounds out of these
diverse basic materials is
another core competency
of the dental materials manufacturer. In addition to the
new monomer, the plastic matrix of the new composite
contains a sophisticated combination of other components, including photo initiators for rapid light curing
and pigments for naturally beautiful color nuances. Then
Heraeus adds to that about 80% ultra-fine glass particles
of various sizes. This exceptionally high glass content
is only possible with the new monomer. Aside from its
aesthetic properties, the glass further improves shrinkage
behaviour and stability.

With Venus Diamond®
Dr. Andreas Utterodt and
his team developed a new

“We also took a step
forward in terms of
aesthetics.”

Durable and easy to work with
Material tests confirm it: The new monomer has given
birth to a filling material that is more durable and resistant to abrasion. Direct comparison also places the new
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generation of composite
filling materials.

Heraeus product in the
winners’ circle for other
physical criteria as well.
What makes Dr. Utterodt
particularly proud: The
new material leads the league in the areas of non-shrinkage and flexural strength – qualities that ensure a longlasting restoration.
Dentists praised its workability in initial clinical trials
at universities in Germany, Italy and the USA. The new
composite does not stick to instruments, is easy to mould
and shape, and keeps its shape when the dentist has finished modeling the material. Dentists have plenty of time
to work comfortably on the restoration under normal or
operating lights, and then the composite cures quickly and
sturdily under standard polymerisation lamps.
Aesthetics have also taken a step forward
“Once the material surpassed our physical requirements,
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The aesthetic code of a natural tooth
A natural tooth seems to change constantly as the light and

Health

observer’s perspective changes. Heraeus has cracked the
aesthetic code of this play of light and incorporated it into
composite materials.

Translucence
Translucent materials allow
light to pass through, yet still
obscure the view of what is
behind them.

Opalescence
Dental enamel reflects shortwave light, but allows longwave light to pass through. This
gives teeth a bluish shimmer in
bright light, and an amber glow
when backlit.

Fluorescence
Everyone knows the “blacklight effect” from the lights
used in discos: In ultraviolet
light, teeth seem to glow
bluish-white from within.

we also took a step forward in terms of aesthetics,” reports
Dr. Utterodt. The composite developers achieved this feat
using tiny particles and the benefits of nanotechnology.
The new material’s 80% glass content consists of a sophisticated and especially dense mixture of glass particles
in various sizes – the smallest are only millionths of a
millimeter across! This gives fillings a natural, long-lasting
lustre that is highly abrasion-resistant. The refractive index
of the glass and monomer components are so perfectly
matched that the filling takes on the coloration of its surroundings, like a chameleon – the edges of the restoration
become practically invisible.
Natural play of light made easy
The greatest challenge in restoring the natural aesthetics
of a tooth: its coloration and how it reflects the light. A
natural tooth seems to change constantly as the light and
observer’s perspective changes. It is precisely this complex
interplay of translucence, opalescence, and fluorescence
that makes it look so alive.

Dentists were previously
only able to imitate this
natural play of light using
a layering technology.
The enamel on a natural
tooth is more transparent
than the layer of dentin beneath – an effect
that dentists could only
achieve with a time-consuming process of placing
composite in layers with
different transparency levels. Like artists, dentists
had to recognise all the
characteristic properties
of the natural tooth, select
the right color, luminosity
and transparency for each
layer, and then artistically
imitate the play of light in
that tooth, layer by layer.
Heraeus’ new composite
achieves natural color
matching with one single
material. This saves a
great deal of time and
brings aesthetically pleasing fillings within reach
for all. And for particularly challenging situations, the new
composite also comes in different shades, viscosities and
opacities for layering processes.
“All in all, our improvements have created a new, more
durable generation of composite filling materials,” summarises Utterodt. All this aesthetic and functional progress
has rendered the new material a jewel amongst restorative
dental materials. The name Heraeus plans to market the
composite under starting in early 2009 says it all: Venus
Diamond – for a natural and lasting smile.
Dr. Wolfgang Eiselt

Want to know more?
Dr. Wolfgang Eiselt
Marketing Division Dentistry
Heraeus Kulzer GmbH
Grüner Weg 11, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-3195
E-mail: wolfgang.eiselt@heraeus.com
Internet: www.heraeus-kulzer.com
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Treating clogged arteries with optical fibers

Image source: www.gettyimages.com

Fluosil® opens up new opportunities in laser surgery

A gentle form of tattoo removal.

When people think of optical fibers, they usually think of
transmitting information around the globe. But few people
know that optical fibers can take care of blocked arteries and enlarged prostates, and even remove tattoos. A
Heraeus product makes it possible: Fluosil® is a special
fiber material for transmitting high photonic energy over
short distances without energy loss, as used in minimallyinvasive laser surgery, for example. The various types of
Fluosil® preforms are becoming more popular in a growing
number of applications.
Heraeus is a global market leader in the production of
synthetic fused silica for optical fibers. As early as 1975,
the quartz glass specialist developed a proprietary deposition method for the fluorine doping of synthetic fused
silica (Fluosil®), which was used to manufacture preforms
for optical fibers. “In the Plasma Outside Deposition
Process, synthetic fused silica rods are clad with a layer
of fluorine-doped silica using a plasma torch. Using this
method a high fluorine concentration can be achieved in
the structure of the outer layer, lowering the refractive
index in reference to a pure fused silica core,” explains Dr.
Gerhard Schötz, General Manager Specialty Fiber Division
at Heraeus Quarzglas, as he describes the process.
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Fluosil® was originally used for manufacturing optical
fibers for telecommunications. In 1978, Heraeus took part
in a large project for the German postal service, which
installed the first test line for phone service using optical
fibers for data transmission in Berlin. It made use of
Fluosil® fibers from Heraeus.
Ideal energy and power transmitter
But the fiber’s real strength is its special design: A large
core with a thin, fluorine-doped fused silica cladding –
this is ideal for transmitting energy and power in a spectral
range from UV through infrared. These specialized fibers
are commonly used in industrial lasers, for example. Many
welding processes in the automotive industry are fully
automated. To best use the expensive and often centrally
located Nd:YAG laser systems in production, special fibers
up to one millimeter thick transmit high-energy infrared
laser light to several welding robots at the same time. The
fibers are used in UV and infrared spectroscopy equipment
for analysis applications also in radioactive environment
to transmit light from samples to the spectrometer with
as little energy loss as possible. The reason: the fibers’
extreme resistance to UV and gamma rays.
Nowadays the main applications are medical uses with
over 50% market share. “These include ablation of vascular occlusions. Clogged arteries can lead to a heart attack
or stroke. The built-up foreign substances are removed
with ultraviolet excimer laser beams. A catheter with a
bundle of specialty fibers transmits the laser energy directly to the site of the vascular occlusion,” notes Schötz
about its use in minimally-invasive laser surgery. Fluosil®
fibers are also used in urology to remove diseased prostate
tissue to treat BPH. Cosmetic surgery is another interesting field of application, where the fibers are used to gently
remove tattoos and liquefy fatty tissue before liposuction.
Square instead of round
The glass fibers needed for these applications are drawn
from preforms, which consists of the same materials and
have the same cladding-core geometry as the final fibers.
Manufacturers draw the fibers from the preform in a fiber
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How does an optical fiber work?
An optical fiber for guiding light consists of a light-transmitting
core (high refractive index) and a cladding layer (low refractive index). The light propagates down the fiber core by total
internal reflection at the core-cladding interface – even when
the fiber is bent. Light can usually travel along different paths
(waveguide modes) through an optical fiber. Different modes
spread out through the fiber at different speeds. In modern
optical fibers for long-distance data transmission, light waves
travel at a single propagation speed (singlemode). Telecom
munication fibers are comprised of a thin, germanium-doped

Large Core Fiber (MM)

Cladding:
F doped

refractive index difference [%]

Core: Telecom Fiber (SM)
Ge doped

Level of
pure silica

core (diameter: 9 micrometers), surrounded by a thick fused
silica cladding (diameter: 125 micrometers). This fiber optic
technology enables the very high-speed transmission of

Dr. Gerhard Schötz with a Fluosil® preform.

information over long distances (thousands of kilometers)
that we take for granted today. In contrast, the Fluosil® stepindex multimode fiber uses a large core for transmitting highintensity light over short distances (less than a few hundred
meters), with a diameter of 50 to 2000 micrometers. They
consists of an undoped core, and a fluorine-doped cladding
with a lower refractive index.

Plasma build-up process.

Preform elongation.

customers’ innovations, often with customized preforms.
Thereby we can play with every shape,” explains Schötz.
Aside from the most common round preforms, our customers often request special types that – depending on the
application – can be square, hexagonal, octagonal, or even
D-shaped, to optimize the light distribution within the
fiber. Dr. Jörg Wetterau
Different types of preforms.

Fiber draw at customer.

drawing furnace at a temperature of around 2000°C.
Heraeus produces different types of preforms ranging from
20 to 90 mm diameter and a typical length of 1 m. “As a
manufacturer of specialty fiber preforms, we support our

Want to know more?
Dr. Gerhard Schötz
Specialty Fiber
Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH & Co. KG
Quarzstr. 8, 63450 Hanau
Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-6410
E-mail: gerhard.schoetz@heraeus.com
Internet: www.specialty-fiber.heraeus-quarzglas.com
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Heraeus Medical inside
Modern cementing technology keeps people active
Hiking, swimming and biking with a
cemented artificial joint is no problem
today. When used in conjunction with
a properly-applied modern cementing
technique, bone cements help patients
get back on the move quickly after a
joint replacement. Doctors now implant
almost 200,000 artificial hip joints and
120,000 knee prostheses annually in
Germany alone. The world’s population is aging but still remaining active,
so the demand for hip and knee joint
operations is skyrocketing. Although
joint replacement has become a routine
surgery, the procedure still poses a
challenge for OR teams and for Heraeus
Medical. That’s because in arthroplasty,
the success of a surgery is measured
by the service life, i.e., how long the
implant remains firmly anchored in the
bone. Heraeus Medical has been developing special bone cements and the
corresponding vacuum mixing systems
for years.

innovative vacuum mixing system that
is highly efficient, reliable and easy to
use. For example, an integrated vacuum
indicator lets medical staff know when
a vacuum exists in the cartridge and the
bone cement can be mixed. In addition
to an innovative funnel that opens the
glass ampoule with the liquid component
used in the mixing process, an integrated filter also ensures that the cement
remains free of glass particles. The
sophisticated technology in PALAMIX®
allows surgeons to apply the bone c ement
with precision immediately after mixing
and to implant the prostheses. The artificial joint is now securely anchored to
the bone. Alexandra Viebig

Palamix® makes it
possible to mix bone

Palamix®: the innovative mixing
system makes mixing bone cement in
the OR easier.

Heraeus Medical is
committed to education:
PALACADEMY®

cement in just a few

The right cementing technique
is the key
Many patients live 15 years or
longer with a cemented implant.
Since proper cementing
techniques determine the
service life of an implant,
medical staff in charge
of the operating room
attend the PALACADEMY®
to learn how to use Heraeus
vacuum mixing systems correctly. Only
homogenous cements mixed under a
vacuum promote a longer prostheses
service life and thus reduce the risk of
revision operations. With PALAMIX®,
Heraeus Medical has developed an

steps.

Ongoing development in cementing
technology requires OR doctors and
other surgical staff to keep abreast of
new procedures and current arthroplastic research.
Heraeus Medical supports continuing
education for the medical field and is
expanding the courses offered by the
PALACADEMY®. The PALACADEMY®
is individualized, interactive and
interdisciplinary, employing an innovative learning concept that combines
traditional training courses with
modern eLearning. The academy’s
focus on everyday clinical activities
guarantees real-world practical application and up-to-date course content.
The combination of live and online
training sessions reaches a broad
international audience.
For more information, please visit
www.palacademy.net.
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The Company
About Heraeus
Heraeus is a globally active precious metals and technology Group with firm roots in Germany, headquartered in Hanau
near Frankfurt. The company has been family-owned for more than 155 years. Precious metals, sensors, dental and medical products, quartz glass, and specialty lighting sources are the focus of our activities.
Heraeus currently holds more than 4,900 patents, and invests approximately E 70 million in research and development
annually. Over 350 R&D employees in 25 development centers around the world fuel our innovative engines. With product
revenues of E 3 billion and precious metal trading revenues of E 9 billion, as well as over 11,000 employees in more than
100 companies worldwide, Heraeus holds a leading position in its global markets.
Business segments
Heraeus is divided into five business segments encompassing the business sectors of precious metals, sensors, dental and
medical products, quartz glass and specialty lighting sources:

Precious Metals

Sensors

W. C. Heraeus is a
world leader in industrial precious metals
and special metals.

Heraeus Electro-Nite
is the world market
leader in sensors for
the steel industry.

Dental and
Medical Products

Heraeus Kulzer is
a globally positioned
company in the fields
of dentistry, dental
technology and
medical products.

Quartz Glass

Specialty Lighting
Sources

Heraeus Quarzglas
is the technology
leader in high-purity
quartz glass.

Heraeus Noblelight
is the technology
leader in specialty
lighting sources.

Career
Want to get ahead in your career?
Heraeus offers a world of diverse,
innovative and international opportunities.
Join us in shaping the future!
www.heraeus.com/careers

Feedback

Tell us what you think.
We want to know how you like the Heraeus technology report. Please tell us what you
most appreciated and what you would improve. We look forward to your feedback!

Your feedback

Become a subscriber.

Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Would you like to receive the Heraeus technology report regularly?
Would you care for the inaugural issue (technology report 2008)?
Just register online and we will send the editions straight to you!

Spread the word.
Do you think the Heraeus technology report would be of interest to a colleague,
business associate or friend? Pass on the recommendation, so that he or she can
subscribe to the editions online.
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